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Definitions 

The National Jail Census of 1970 spo.,~ored by the Law Enforcement Assis
tance Administration and conducted by the Bureau of the Census revealed that 
there are 4.037 locally admini.,tered detention institutions in the United States 
which have the authority to retain adult persons for 48 hours or longer. Since 
these 4,037 institutions represent almost as many units of government. there 
are inevitably many titles for both institutions and personnel. The following. 
therefore. are definitions chosen by the Handbook Committee as the most 
nearly univers~ll and easily understood. 

Jail: Any institution operated by <I unit of local government for the lIetention 
of sentenced and unsentenced persons. whether locaJly known as .inil. work
house. house of correction. correctional institution. or other title. 
Inmate: Any person. whether sentenced or unsentenced, Who is confined in a 
jail. 
Jait Administrator: Any official. regardless of local title such as sht'riff, jailer. 
or warden. who has the main responsibility for managing'and operating ajail. 

Jail Employee: Any individual who performs work in ajail whether full-time. 
part-time. or volunteer~. regardless of title by which he may be known locally. 
[lnd without regard to whether he wears a uniform. 

County Supervisors: Governing body of the county. 

Special Note 
Nowhere in this handbook is any effort made to distinguish between the 

sexes. whether they serve asjail administnttors. jail employees. or jail inmates. 
All standards and principles apply equally to both males and females with 

only' two exceptions. which should be self-evident to all but which perhaps 
bear restating. 
I. Male and female inmates must be separated by substantial architedllral 
arrangements which permit no visual or oral contacts. ~ 
2. No male employee or visitor will enter the female quarters in the jail unless 
adv.ance notice is given and escort service provided by a female jail supervisor. 
Where there are women in the jail population a female supervisor is required to 
beonduty. 

Additionally. in this Handbook. little mention is made of juvenile inmates 
~ simply because juveniles NEVER shouh.J be confined in any jail except in 

cases of extreme emergency and even then for a period not to exceed 24 hours. 
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Foreword 

This handbook is one of seven in the process of publication by the National 
Sheriffs' Association. 

Nevel' before in history has the jail been the subject of more attention 
-much of it adverse in nature-than in 1974. The sad fact is that many jails are 
desperately in need of upgrading. 

This handbook, hopefully, will turn the tide of public and professional opin
ion. It is not going to do so by defending, equivocating, or justifying. It will do 
it by outlining a set of standards .and principles to guide the jail administrator in 
bringing the management and operation of his jail to an acceptable level. 

If the jail rules, regulations, policies, and procedures meet what is suggested, 
court decisions which are considered adverse may largely disappear simply 
because there will be no basis for filing a suit. If planning, budgeting, record
ing, reporting, and evaluating are what they should be, the jail administrator 
and the sheriff can throw open the jail to whoever challenges what goes on 
ins'ide. 

This handbook will not solve all of the jail administrator's problems. We can 
only hope to point him in the right direction. 

June 1974 
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Chapter 1. 
Perspective 

This chapter is written to get the jail administrator to think about where the 
jail fits into the scheme oflhings-whether that scheme includes only the local 
criminal justice system or involves the total fabric of life in the community. 
Essentially. the chapter deals with three questions: Why does the jail exist'? 
What is it supposed to do'? And to whom? 

The Sheriff in History 

Every civilization has developed laws and eventually created an officer to 
enforce them. The officer's title has varied, but his function goes far back in 
history. In the sixth century B. C .. the Book of Daniel reports, "Then 
Nebuchadnezzar the king sent to gather together the princes. the governors, 
and the captains, the judges, the treasurers, the counsellors, the Sheriffs, ,md 
all ihe rulers of the provinces to come to the dedication of the image which 
Nebuchadnczzar the king had set up." 

Two thousand years later, when the Old Testament was being translated into 
English, the translators used the government terms then familiar to them. Of 
these, "sheriff' was one. 

The English word had come dOWll from Anglo-Saxon times, when the com
mon people or freemen, who owned no land, were grouped in tithings of 10 
families, who chose a hea(,!man or titlzillgml/II. Tithings were gradually con
solidated into hundreds, each with each chief. By the time of Alfred the Great 
(871-90 I) I/Illuirecls were combined into shires, The official who headed each 
shire was called the shire re,'ve. which came to be pronounced as one word. 
sherijf. The reeve of the shire was its chief officer, whose duties included both 
interpreting and enforcing the law an(,! keeping the peace. 

After the conquest in 1066, the Normans began to centralize government, 
giving the sheriffs more specific law enforcement powers and adding other 
responsibilities. In 1085, when William the Conqucl'ol' ordered a compilation of 
all taxable property (the Domesday Book), the sheriff became the official tax 
collector. In lJI6, Henry I established a pen(u code, 11laking murder, arson. 
counterfeiting, and robbery all felonies. The King reserved to himself the 
power to punish. but the functions of investigntion and apprehension of law
breakers were delegated to the sheriff. After the 13th centtll'y, the former 
law-interpl'eting functions of the sheriff were transferred to the courts. 

Under Henry III, the City of London set up a system of police service 
known as the watch alld ward, a group of householders appointed from a roster 
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to patrol the city at night. These men were appointed in rotation, and they 
could pay substitutes if they so desired. After about ]5 years, watch and ward 
patrols had proved to render such poor service that a permanent force was 
appointed. This was the standing watch, which in effect lasted until Sir Robert 
Peel's police reforms of the early 1800's. 

When settlers left England to colonize the New World, they took with them 
many governmental forms, including major features of the law enforcement 
system. Significantly, different features were adopted in the several colonies, 
largely because of differing patterns of settlement. In New England, where 
towns and villages were the principal governmental units, the watch and ward 
system was used. This was also true of cities in the mid-Atlantic region. For 
the most part, however, the mid-Atlantic and southern colonies, where settle
ment was much more dispersed, found the county system preferable. When the 
first counties were established in Virginia in 1634, the office of sheriff was 
apparently created in America. Maryland followed suit soon thereafter. The 
sheriff, as in England, h~d no superior in his county with regard to law en
forcement. 

Subsequently, the county became the typical unit of government outside 
New England, with the sheriff as the chief law enforcement officer. As cities 
grew, the sheriffs original peace-keeping function was shared with municipal 
enforcement agencies. As ,this handbook is being prepared in 1974, the sheriff 
continues to have substantial authority in law enforcement and in most parts of 
the country is charged by state law with responsibility for managing and operat
ing the jail. 

The Jail in History 

The jail is a local institution dating back to ancient times. As Alexander 
points out, its primary function prior to the last two centuries was detention of 
persons pending trial, conviction, and imposition of sentence. * 

Punishment was not imposed in or by the jail. Mutilation, branding, banish
ment, and death were the common forms of punishment for felonies. Public 
whippings, the stocks, and the dunking stool were common punishments for 
misdemeanors in the American colonies. 

To William Penn, his fellow Quakers,and other humanitarians of colonial 
Pennsylvania, thes~ forms of punishment seemed not only cruel but unlikely to 
reform the lawbreaker. They introduced the concept of confinement as 
punishmeflt. Thost: convicted of crime shO,uld be kept imprisoned in solitude, 
where they could read the Bible and otherwise reflect on and repent of their 
crimes. This new approach to punishment caught worldwide attention and 
gave birth to terminology-criminals Wl~re kept in penitentiaries in order to 
become penitent. And the single-cell concept influenced jail and prison ar
chitecture for centuries through the "outside" cellblock. 

As the concept of confinement as punishment became widely accepted, 
persons convicted of minor offenses which called for relatively short periods of 
confinement were held in local jails. Thlls the jail sen'ed, a/ld cOllfifllles to 
serve, a dual function-detention and correction. Jail administrators fOl/lld 

*Myrl E. Alexander, Jail Admillistratioll (Springfield, III.:Charles C Thomas), 1958. 
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themselves heading an institution which had IlOt only two purposes bllt two 
conflicting purposes. The conflict has not been resolved to this day. 

The Jail Today 
In 1970 when the Census Bureau conducted a survey for the Law Enforce

ment Assistance Administration, (LEAA), there were just over 4,000 jails in 
the United States which had authority to detain adults for more than 48 hours. 
They ranged from the infrequently used small town lockup to the :ombs in 
New York City. Of these jails, two-thirds were operated by counties or by 
municipalities of 25,000 or more population.* 

The dual function of jails was clearly shown in the inmate count. Over half 
the adults incarcerated in the jails on the census date were pretrial detainees. 
About 5 percent were waiting some kind of post-conviction legal nction. The 
rest were serving sentences. . . 

Lack of space arid very old construction appeare? to ~e charactenstlC. 
Eighty-six percent of these jails had no space for exe!'clse. ~ I.n~ty percent had 
none for educational programs. Only half had medical faclhtles. One-fourth 
had no space for visiting. And 47 jails had no operating flush toilet. . 

The 3,300 county and urban jails had a total of nearly 100,000 celts. More 
than 5,000 of these cells were constructed more than 100 years ago. Some 
25,000 had been in use for more than 50 years. 

Planned construction figures for fiscal year 1970 did not offer much hope of 
improvement. Of the total reported-$171 million-half was to be spent in only 
six states-California, Illinois, Maryland, New Jersey, New York, and 
Wa~hington. 

In spite 'of this bleak physical and fiscal picture, the survey showed that 
running jails was a big business, with over 28,900 full-time employees and 
annual operating costs of $324 million. A v.erage mO.nth.IY earnings of ~mplo.yees 
ranged ff-om $338 in Arkansas to $849 111 the Dlstnct of Columbm, With a 
national average of $617. 

Objectives of the Jail 
The objectives of the jail are threefold: 

• To protect the public by securely detaining persons who present a danger to 
the community or to themselves. 

• To provide decent and humane care for inmates. 

• To meet the correctional needs of the inmates by providing services which 
will help overcome their handicaps and permit them to live law-abiding lives 
after their release. 

Ali jails, regardless of size, can meet these objectives. jf the administrator 
convinces the county budget-makers and the public that they are necessary, 
and if he makes good use of the community resources av~ilable to him. 

Low jail budgets will not prevent a resourceful jail admimstrator from St;cur
ing services from other public agencies (local, state, or federal) or from private 

*Dnta reported in this section arc from Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, 197fJ Natiollal 
Jail Census (Wnshington:LEAA., 1971). 
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organizations. Even the smallest jail can al'range for local schools or colleges to 
test the ability of inmates to read, write, and use simple mathematics. The local 
office of the state employment service can be induced to provide job counsel
ing find placement of inmates on release, or even earlier if work release pro
grams are instituted by the jail. Alcoholics Anonymous will work with drunks 
in the jail if there is no local treatment center for alcoholics. 

This is not to say that the jail administrator will always find it easy to secure 
help. The local school and library districts may be reluctant to provide ser
vices. Local businessmen may not want to hire work releasees or men who 
have served their time, And the county supervisors may be unwilling to in
crease the budget enough to allow the administrator to provide such services 
through his own staff. 

While all these things may be obstacles for the time being, none of them is 
insurmountable-that is, if the jail administrator has good personal and public 
relations, making the case for the things he needs and showing how the pros 
outweigh the cons. Advance work and direct contacts with residents may make 
a neighborhood willing to have a halfway house nearby, The superintendent of 
schools can be convinced that his dropouts are in the local jail and there is an 
opportunity to reclaim them by providing teachers. Cost/benefit figures may 
well convince the county supervisors that they will save money by setting up a 
work release program in which the inmates pay the county for the cost of board 
and room. 

All these efforts take time and effort and imagination on the part of adminis
trators who are already overworked. But the efforts will pay dividends ill ajail 
that really serves its objectives. 

Community-Based Corrections 

In recent years there has been incre~sing interest in, and practice of, 
community-based corrections. The Standards Commission defines the term in 
this way: Community-based correctional programG embrace any activity in the 
community directly addressed to the offender and aimed at helping him to 
become a law-abiding citizen. * 

Probation is the oldest form of community-based corrections. Developed 
over a century ago with the intent of keeping young offenders Ollt of jails where 
they might learn more about crime, probation has come to be a standard form 
of sentence, particularly for young first-time offenders. Other kinds of correc
tion in the community include programs which plflce alcoholics and drug ad
dicts in treatment centers; court employment projects; and work release and 
study release programs. Finally, there is parole, in which an offender serves 
part of his sentence under surveillance in the community. 

All of these correctional forms, the Commission emphasizes, do not merely 
release an offender or tell him to go and sin no more. All of them have control 
features. Indeed, a sound community-based correctional program must have 
control and surveillance. "Both policy-makers and the public must understand 
that eliminating incarceration is not to eliminate controL" 

·National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Correctiolls 
(Washington: The Commission, 1973), p. 222. The agency is referred to throughout this publication as 
the Standards Commission. 
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A community-based program, says the Commission (p. 237), should include 
a set of alternatives to t:onfinement, including at least: 
• Diversion mechanisms and programs prior to trial and sentence-including 
polic~ service programs, release on pen,onal recognizance, and the like. 

• Nonresidential supervision programs in addition to probation and parole, 
sllch as supervision by a 80cial service agency or "big brother." 

• Residential alternatives to incarceration, such as foster or group homes and 
halfway houses. 

• Community rc')ources, such as education, open to confined populations. 

• Prerelease programs, including furloughs, work release, and study release. 

• Community facilities and programs for offenders just released who are in the 
critical reentry phase, with provisions for short-term return. 

Final1y, the Commission remarks, (p. 2~3) "The lin:s be~;,een community~ 
based and institutional programs are blUrring substantIally. 

Few jail administrators have not been convinced of the wisdom of some or 
all of these community-based programs. But it is to be questioned whether the 
lInes between them and the jail are blurring. 

The jail should be the focal point of any community-based correctional sys
tem. 

The jail should: 
• Provide diagnostic services to asse)ss the correctional needs of the offender 
immediately after arrest and determine the services required to meet those 
needs. 
ct Act as a refel,al center in channeling the offender into that part of the 
community-based system which can provide the needed services, if confine
ment is determined to be unnecessary. 
• Provide residential treatment and programs with the degree of custodial 
restraint needed, to those offenders who should be institutionalized. 

What this means is that the jail will provide detention while decisions are 
being made as to what cOlTectiona! measures are needed and who should 
provide them. No community-based correctional system can opera.te success
fully unless the jail is very much a part of it. And common sense dictates that 
the jail should be the focal point of the system.. ~.. 

Information reported ~bove, which was collected 111 the 1970 Nadonal JaIl 
Census makes it clear that many jails are badly in need of improvement in both 
physicai conditions and staff working .co~ditions. But. t~e ~sta~lishl11ent of 
community-based corrections does not 1I1dlcate that the Jail WIll wlthe.r away. 

Community-based corrections is a valid approach that has substantial pro~
ise. But the promise will be brought into being o~lY if the. t~tal p~o~ram IS 

provided with sufficient resources and careful plannmg. The Jail. ad?1111Istrat?r 
has much to contribute to such a program, and he should be heaVIly 1I1volved 111 
the planning. There is good reason to reduce or eliminate co~finement ~or some 
offenders. But unless the jail remains the focus of commul11ty corrections, we 
may find in 15 years time that we have merely relocated the many problems of 
the correctional system. 
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Regionalization 
Another development in corrections of which we shall be hearing more is 

regionalization, the cooperative consolidaJion of com ctional programs and 
activities by two or more units of local government. In some cases, regionaliza
tion may involve remodeling or building a jail or jail complex. 

Regionalization should always be considered and possibilities explored prior 
to extensive and expensive renovation of existing jails or construction of new 
ones. 

Regionalization can offer both advantages and disadvantages. No extensive 
commitment of resources should be made without area-wide planning and a 
cost/benefit study. 

Regionalization should be considered when there are not enough offenders 
or funds within a multi-jurisdictional area to justify separate programs or 
facilities. Careful consideration will involve a total system planning effort, 
which means that all jurisdictions concerned participate in furnishing informa
tion and in making decisions. The costs and benefits of the proposed plan must 
be carefully analyzed and presented to all the jurisdictions. Such practical 
matters as transportation problems (for example, road conditions in winter 
weather), distance (Can programs be carried on over a large geographical area? 
Can families visit inmates without difficulty?) should be considered. 

Planning for regionalization should involve all areas of the criminal justice 
system. Defense lawyers may have to travel long distances to see their clients. 
The local bar association should have a voice in planning; its endorsement will 
be an important factor in bringing the plan to fruition. 

It will be highly useful during the planning stage to consider the experience 
of other jurisdictions with regionalization or consolidation. When Jacksonville, 
Florida, and Duval County combined to:form the consolidated city of Jack
sonville in \969, the law enforcement agencies of the two former units were 
also combined in order to secure a better financial base and better utilization of 
manpower and facilities. Sheriff Carson, in an article in the FBI LaJII Enforce
mellf Bulletin for October 1910, pointed out rhat, among other things, the 
correctional system has been greatly impl'oved. The city is now gradually 
cutting down on the shortage of correctional officers common to most institu
tions and has succeeded in getting the local junior college to cooperate in 
instituting a correctional degree program. The consolidation did lIot save 
money, but the sheriff believes that consolidation offers the most efficient way 
to use the limited funds available in any area for law enforcement and correc
tions. 

It does not take a populous city and county to make consolidation work. 
LEAA funded an experiment in Bennett County, South Dakota, whereby the 
law enforcement activities of the sheriffs office and the police operation of the 
county seat, the city of Martin, were consolidated. It was reported that re
sponse time to emergency situations was reduced and supervision improved. 
Moreover, expenses for both parties to this consolidation were reduced, thus 
releasing funds to other parts of the criminal justice system. 

It is obvious that jurisdictions contemplating regionalization should find out 
about experience elsewhere. Th:! National Sheriffs' Association and LEAA 
are two prime sources of information. 
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In Conclusion 
With these basic considerations in mind, we turn now to various aspects of 

the jail administrator's work. Variation in the si:e of jails mak~s it obvious t~at 
no one prescription will fit them all. What Will. be offered m .the foll.o~l~g 
chapters will be some basic principles for managmg and operatmg the Jat!, In 

the belief that each administrator will find it possible to adapt the principles to 
his own situation. 



Chapter 2. 
Personnel 

T he purpose of this chapter is to help the jail administrator to get the right 
kind of personnel and, perhaps more important, to keep them. If anyone of the 
jail administrator's management responsibilities had to be selected as the most 
important, personnel would be the one. 

Essentials of Personnel Management 
To secure a successful personnel program in his jail, the administrator must 

make decisions on: 
1. The number and types of staff needed. 

2. Ho\v they are to be recruited. 

3. What should be the terms and conditions of their employment. 

4. How their work should be evaluated and rewarded. 

5. What procedures should be taken in breaches of discipline. 

6. How grievances should be handled. 

In making such decisions and in administering the policies he determines, 
the administrator will rely heavily on two administrative aides: personnel of
ficer and a training officer. 

The essentials listed are not the sum total of personnel management, but 
they are the minimum that should be involved, regardless of the number of jail 
employees. Basically, they are designed to provide: a sufficient number of 
employees to do the job; proper handling of personnel records; sufficient train
ing (making the employee know what is expected of him); adequate working 
conditions (especially pay); incentives in the form of promotions; recognition 
for outstanding performance and other ways for acknowledging meritorious 
services; an avenue for airing "gripes"; and letting the jail employee know 
what will happen if his performance or conduct is not satisfactory. 

These essentials should apply no matter how many employees there are-IO 
or 1,000. What will differ, however, is the level of sophistication, depending 
especially on whether the jail employees are under a merit system which ap
plies to the entire unit of government to which the jail may be attached. 

Personnel Officer 
The term. "personnel officer," as used in this handbook, means the indi

vidual who takes care of all matters, including paper work, that relate to the 
employment status of jail employees. 

14 
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In small jails (up to 25 employees), the jail administrator himself can effi
ciently peljol'm the personnel officer fllnction. In medium jails (26-50 em
ployees), someone other t!zan the jail administrator should be designated as 
personnel officer even thollgh he may also be assigned other jail dllties; but a 
filII-time personnel officer is preferable. In largerjails, one employee should be 
assigned to filII-time personnel officer dllties. 

These standards should apply even though jail employees are under a merit 
system or enjoy other civil serviCe status under a unit of government which has 
a personnel officer with responsibilities for the whole unit. 

However, an exception may be made in those sheriffs' departments with 
more than correctional responsibilities which have some employee performing 
the personnel officer '[imction for the department. This would be especially 
appropriate in those departments which rotate employees among the various 
organizational units-law enforcement, civil, and correctional. 

Personnel regulations are often highly intricate, and employees have endless 
questions about them. Do I get retirement? What happens if! am hurt on the 
job? Is there sickness or accident insurance? Does the county payor do I? 
How much vacation time do I get? Sick time? 

This means that someone on the staff has to know the ins and outs of 
personnel matters. That someone has to be the personnel officer, even if he 
only doubles in brass in a small jail. For the larger jail having a full-time 
personnel officer, the following suggested job description lists his duties and 
responsibilities. 

The personnel officer works under the direct supervision of the jail administrator and is 
responsible for a total personnel program including recruitment, placement, staffing, job 
claS'Sification, performance evaluation and related personnel functions. He provides staff 
leadership to the jail administrator and o,ther jail officials in formulating, implementing, 
and evaluating the jail personnel management policy. 

The personnel officer insures that complete infonnation is available to employees con
cerning their rights, privileges, and obligations. He makes sure that jail supervisors are 
aware of their personnel management responsibilities and assists them in carrying them 
out. 

As the jail representative in all personnel matters, the personnel officer provides the jail 
administrator with advice and interpretation as to legal and procedural requirements 
involved in all personnel actions. 

The personnel officer serves on variolls jail committees as selected by higher authority 
and participates dailY with the jail administrator and. other officials in planning and 
administering all jail operations, activities, and programs. 

Training Officer 
The other principal aide to the jail administrator in personnel matters is the 

training officer. He has responsibility for on-the-job training for both new and 
long-time employees, and for assisting jail employees in furthering their train
ing and education off the job. Whenever the jail has a full-time personnel 
officer, it should have a full-time training officer who works directly under the 
supervision of the jail administrator. His work is particularly important be
cause literally no one enters jail work qualified to perform his assigned duties 
effectively. 
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The training officer does /lot necessarily provide the training and educa
tiollal assistal1ce himself; but he is responsible for seeing that these tasks are 
carried out. In fact, it would be unrealistic to assume that anyone individual 
could personally provide all the kinds of training at all levels required in jail 
work. Since the training officer can rely on other employees, particularly those 
at the supervisory level, to provide training in technical matters, it is more 
important that the training officer be qualified as an adult educator than that he 
be grounded in all the specifics of jail operations. 

What the training officer needs to have-rather than all the correctional 
skills-is a working knowledge of jail operations. He must be able to identify 
the tasks to be performed in the jail and he must be able to communicate tojail 
employees the skills and knowledge required in their tasks. In other words the 
trainer has to be able first to analyze skills and technk11les needed in any jaii job 
'and then to determine the best way to teach employees how to do the job. 

The trainillg officer should rely heavily 011 reso(ll'ces outside the Jail for 
training and education of employees, particularly those resources available 
through the local public schools and the colleges and IIllil)ersifies ill fhe area. 
The training officer should be able to identify all outside resources and secure 
their cooperation. 

One of the outside resources that should not be overlooked by the training 
officer is the ex-offender in the community. It goes without saying that care, 
caution, and discretion must be used 'in selecting such ex-offenders. But they 
are potentionally valuable assistants to the training officer. 

For jails with a full-time training officer, the following job description sug
gests his duties and responsibilities. 

The training officer works under the direct supervision of the jail administrator and plans 
for, manages, and evaluates thejail's staff training program. He identifies training needs 
and takes actions to meet them. He maintains.an appropriate administrative system and 
is the focal point for all information and actions having to do with jail staff training. 

The training officer is responsible for making decisions about training needs' for acquir
ing or developing responsive training programs, materials, and aids; for the location 
developm.e~t, and maintenance of needed instructional capability; for the acquisition and 
use o~ trammg resources and funds; for the evaluation and analysis of training program 
effecttveness. He also assures that each department of the jail plans for training and 
assists, as necessary, in the instruction of trainees. Thus, while he may do some of the 
training himself, an important responsibility is to maintain a pool of instructors both from 
the jail staff and the surrounding community to assist. 

The training officer negotiates with jail supervisors release time for employees to make 
them available for training and prepares training schedules accordingly. He regularly 
evaluates the status and progress of the training program and keeps the jail administrator 
up to date on Sllccesses, failures, and problems. 

Detel'mining Needs for Staff 

A fimdamelltal I'equirement in operating the jail is that it be staffed with 
enough employees to pel/orm al/ dllties and discharge all responsibilities. 

If therejs anyone way to louse up a jail, particularly as regards employee 
morale and job satisfaction, it is to have too few employees to do the work that 
needs to be done, To decide how many are enough, the jail administrator must 
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know what he wants done. This is a matter for policy determination that will be 
discussed in Chapter 3. 

The question for personnel decisions is framed here in terms of holV /IlallY 
employees will be needed to carry out the policy. 

The training course for jail administrators developed under the sponsorship 
of the U. S. Bureau of Prisons and the Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis
tration (The Jail: Its Operation and Maf/agemellf, 1970) recommends that the 
administrator use an approach to developing staff requirements which can be 
summarized as follows. 

The fact that the jail operates round the clock does not make for easy 
determination of manpower requirements in terms of 40-hour weeks. But a 
rational and systematic approach to the problem can be made by using a 
technique called Staffing and Manpower Analysis, which has two elements: 
• development of a staffing pattern which will meet the objectives determined 
by the administration; and 
• calculation of the number of employees needed to carry out this pattern. 

If, for example, ajail administration determines that it must have 10 custody 
posts manned between 7 a.m. and 3 p.m. with a total of 30 posts over the 
24-hour period, it is essential to know how many men must be hired, trained, 
and equipped to fill these posts. Obviously, no employee works 365 days a 
year. To determine the number of days the "average" employee works, it is 
necessary to subtract from the base figure of 365 the total of off-duty days 
-normal days off, holidays, annual leave, average number of days sick leave, 
and other short-term leave such as military and jury duty leave. In the 
hypothetical case We are considering, the on-duty days might be worked out 
this \vay: 

Planning base in days 
Normal days off 
Holidays 
Annual leave 
Sick leave 
Other short-term leave 

Total average off-duty days 
Estimated on-duty days 

104 
8 

13 
4 
3 

365 

132 
233 

If a post must be manned 365 days a year, it will obviously take more than 
one man to staff it. The number actually needed can be calculated by using a 
simple arithmetical formula, Base figure + On-duty days, to get a full coverage 
factor, in this case 1.57. Thus to achieve full coverage fol' any single position to 
be staffed 365 days a year will require 1.57 personnel. 

To man at all times a shift of 10 custody posts, the administrator must count 
0'1 budgeting [01'15.70 custodial positions (rounded to 16). The same procedure 
would be followed for all the other custody shifts. To man the total of 30 
custody posts, it will be necessary to employ 47 men. 

fn this situation, the traditional rule of thumb-hiring half again as many men 
as you have posts to man, increasing the number of posts by 50 percent 
-would suggest hiring 45 men. According to the more precise analysis shown 
above, the traditional method would leave the administrator two positions 
short. 
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The technique just described will not guarantee that the administrator will 
always have men on hand when he .needs them. It cannot prevent the difficul
ties that will be caused by high turnover or problems of vacation scheduling. 
But it does offer the administrator a way to estimate his manpower needs more 
precisely. 

The experienced administrator knows that jail operations are subject to sud
den changes in policies of other agencies--·such as court procedures for han
dling prisoners awaiting trial or new requirements for handling juveniles. These 
unforeseen changes will inevitably require changes in the workload of the jail 
staff. The administrator then has the choice of making do with the manpower 
and equipment he has by reallocating assignments or using funds set aside for 
supplies or special services. Or be may be able to secure the help of other 
public agencies or private organizations on a short-term basis. The long-range 
alternative is to seek more money to carryon the operation of the jail effec
tively. 

Working Conditions 
A critical factor in jail effectiveness alld employee efficiency is the cOlldi

tlolls ullder which employees work. Among the important are work shifts and 
hours, physical conditions at the jail, alld its gelleral atmosphere. 

Salary levels, which will be dealt with next, are of course extremely impor
tant, but it is important for the jail administrator to remember that man does 
not live by bread alone. The Bureau of Prisons training COurse points out (p. 
121): 
It is commonly believed that higher pay promotes job satisfaction and is a factor in the 
retention of the staff. This is only partly true. When low pay is a source of employee 
dissatisfaction, increasing it will temporarily reduce that dissatisfaction. But other fac
tors are more important to job satisfaction: opportunity for advancement, challenge, 
variety, visible results, and recognition of good p,erformance from supervisors and fellow 
workers. 

Work shifts and work hours must provide 24-hour jail coverage, but they 
also must be reasonable and make sense to the employee. Unconventional 
tours of duty, uncertainty regarding days off, inability to schedule vacations, 
and similar factors can seriously damage employee morale and significantly 
affect efficiency. 

Physical conditions also have an effect on efficiency. The obvious need here 
is a jail that is neat, clean, and sanitary. And whenever possible, the jail should 
provide employee lounge space, good lockers, and clean restrooms. 

"Atmosphere," or climate, is one of those things that are hard to define but 
easy to recognize. A good atmosphere in a jail is apparent in the employees' 
facial expressions and tone of voice, in the way they deal with one another, 
answer questions, and handle telephone calls. This is important for the jail 
administrator because jail atmosphere is a direct reflection of his own personal
ity and way of doing business. What this suggests, perhaps, is that every jail 
administrator needs a good mirror. 

Employee Identification 
Closely identified with working conditions is the way in which employees 

are identified. 
Employees whose prime responsibility isjail security, particularly those who 
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handle the movement of inmates, should be outfitted in distinctiv,,~ dress as a 
means of ready identification. 

As an additional means of identification, regardless of job or function, all jail 
employees should be provided with identification cards bearing a recent photo
graph. Name tags should also be issued to be worn on the outer unit of wearing 
apparel. 

The Standards Commission* has recommended that the use of uniforms be 
discontinued. However, the amount of inmate and visitor traffic in the usual 
jail and the problems this presents for jail security, requires a distinctive man
ner of dress for security employees, especially those handling movement of 
inmates. Such dress need not be military in appearance. It can even be color
coded slacks and blazer. This suggestion may be impossible to adopt in jails 
where employees rotate between various units of the sheriffs department. 

Official identification cards and name tags should be issued to all jail em
ployees regardless of job. Name tags are suggested simply as a means of 
improving communications, especially in jails having turnover rates among 
both inmates and employees. 

Weapons 
Firearms and assaUlt-type weapons (clubs, gas billies, and the like) should 

not under any circumstances be permitted within the security areas connected 
with the jail except in cases of extreme emergency and then only with the 
specific prior approval of the jail administrator who has issued strict guidelines 
concerning their use. • 

On-duty jail employees ~houlq .• be permitted to carry assault-type weapons 
outside of the security areas connected with the jail only when the duty being 
performed, such as transporting a dangerous prisoner, requires them to be 
armed in Some fashion. 

Under no circumstances should any employee be allowed to handle or carry 
an assault-type weapon unless he has been thoroughly trained in its handling 
and use. 

Numerousjail employees and inmates have been wounded or killed in count
less jail incidents over the years because of failure to observe these standards. 
Extreme emergencies in which assault-type weapons may be used are dis
cussed in the following chapter. 

Employee Salaries and Benefits 
Jail administrators should make evelY effort to insl/re that jail employees' 

salaries al1d fringe benefits (including vacation, sick leave, and other leave of 
absence) are adequate for the level of duties performed and reflect local 
economic factors. Jail salaries and benefits should be comparable to those ill 
police alld fire departments ill the commullity. In some areas jail officers' 
stllaries are so low that they are elltit/?d to food stamps (1974). 

The best way to achieve adequacy and comparability is to professionalize 
jail work by upgrading the level of operations, particularly in the introduction 
of effective correctional programs and techniques. 

• National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Corrections, 1973, p. 471. 
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Jail guards who become correctional officers and correctional officers who 
become counsellors (under professional supervision) have a significant element 
of professionalism added to their jobs which probably will receive the sym
pathetic attention of those holding the purse strings. This can be accomplished 
even in the very small jail by using outside resources for correctional pro
gramming. 

But salaries must always be high enough so that employees are not forced to 
seek second jobs. Moonlighting is not always undesirable, but it should never 
be necessary for ajail employee to supplement his salary in order to maintain 
his family at a decent standard of living. Other cautions about moonlighting are 
offered later in this chapter. 

Retirement Benefits 

An important part of the salary-benefit structure is, the retirement system, as 
the Standards Commission has pointed out. 

Jail employees should be covered by a retirement system comparable to that 
available to employees in other areas of the criminaljustice system, such as the 
police. Movement of an employee from one area to another should not involve 
loss of benefits. 

If jail employees are not covered by civil service or a merit system, which 
almost always has a retirement system, the jail administrator should vigorously 
explore possibilities of establishing a retirement system for his employees 
through a commercial insurance company or other appropriate firm. Many 
such plans are available, with contributions from employer and employee. 

With any type of retirement system, every effort should be made to secure 
an arrangement whereby employees may transfer retirement credits if they go 
from one unit of local government to another, at least within the criminal 
justice area. 4 

Measuring Performance of Employees 

All jail administrators should develop and use realistic standards for measur
ing the performance of employees. 

It is essential that employees know what these standards are and how they 
will be applied. 

"He is a good officer" is a descriptive term used for generations. But the 
obvious question is: Good compared to what? Take the case of two officers, 
one of whom prepares many reports about inmates' violations of rules, while 
the other seldom reports an inmate. Is the first man performing well because he 
is enforcing the rules, or is the second man performing well because he can 
handle problem inmates without having to report them? 

Measuring employee performance is too complicated a subject to be dis
cussed fully here. But two things should be clear from the above: 
• evaluations must be based on precise terminology that is understood by both 
the employee and the evaluator. 

• evaluation must be based on factors that relate to the purpose of the job 
being done. ' 

The cook who has never caused food poisoning is not necessarily a good 
cook. The social worker who writes a good report is not necessarily a good 
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social worker.. On the other hand, the jail officer who seldom, if ever, makes a 
mistake in his inmate count is contributing to the security objectives of his job. 

1'he jail administrator, therefore, must develop and use standards for 
measuring performance which relate to the purpose of the job and which are 
objective and realistic. Above all, such standards should really be able to 
measure. 

The following form shows how performance may be evaluated and reported. 

BUREAU OF PRISONS 
PERFORMANCE STANDARD 

AND EVALUATION 

Name ________________________ _ 

Position _______________ _ 

Institution _________________ _ 

f. What does this job contribute to the mission and goals of the organization? 

II. What is to be accomplished by the employee in this position? 

List briefly the main functions or desired 
results, (usually 3 to 5). 

Against each of these state briefly one or more standards 
of performance which answer-How (manner)?; How much 
or how many (quantity)?; How qUickly or how soon (speed)?; 
How well (quality)? 

iii. Performance evaluation for the period From _______ To ____________ _ 

o outstanding (Justify in detail) 0 Satisfactory 0 Unsatisfactory (Justify in detail) 

iV. Optional use by empioyee, rater, or reviewer, to recommend revision of the Standards of 
Performance; to comment an satisfactory performance; and to comment on evaluation 
-Required use by rater to Justify "outstanding" or "unsatisfactory" rating. 

The instructions for completing the form make some very important points 
about the use of the standard in evaluation and its contribution to effective 
pelformance. 

Performance Evaluation can and should be a continuing, even daily, process in which the 
supervisor appraises the work of the subordinate in the light of his expectations for that 
employee. The PE program and this form are designed to facilitate both aspects of this 
function-first, to help the supervisor establish an explicit understanding with the em
ployee as to what results and accomplishments and what kinds of work are expected of 
him, and second, to tell the employee how well he has met these standards of perfor
mance and what he must do to improve his efforts. 

The purpose of Performance Evaluation is not simply to warm over past grievances and 
disappointments. The past penormance is considered only as it contributes to future 
standards revisions and pinpoints those areas of performance that deserve more atten
tion. If we are to have an effective and efficient organization, each employee must 
recognize the goals of the ... institution .•• and must understand in specific terms how 
his efforts contribute to the realization of these goals. 
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Plans for Promotion 

AIljaiJ administrators should develop and use plans spelling out factors and 
procedures which will be used in making employee promotions. 

This aspect of personnel management may not be under the complete control 
of the administrator of ajail whose employees are under civil service adminis
tered by a unit of government to which the jail is attached. But if civil sel'Vice 
does no~ h.ave such plans spelled out in writing and available to all employees, 
the administrator should make sure that the jail has. 

It has already been mentioned that opportunity for promotion is a significant 
factor in employee job satisfaction. It should be, because the primary objective 
Offlif (00 many jail employees in the past has been to see the day's work come 
to all end. The employee without ambition who is satisfied to be just what he is 
may be effective in the short run, In the long run he will be a detriment and 
possibly an obstacle. 

But the important reason for having plans in writing which say how and 
under what circumstances promotions will be given is to provide an incentive 
for the ~ew ~nd y~unger employee who, hopefully, is being attracted to jail 
work: ~fIme ~s .solvmg the proble-m of the altogether too many jail employees 
(andJ?J1 administrators) who entered jail work during the 1930's, when any job 
was viewed as a gift from heaven. In the light of history, it probably can be said 
that such employees didn't hurt jails, but it can safely be said that they didn't 
help them much either. 

Today's young jail employee is generally better educated and more sophisti
cated than his depression-bred predecessor and probably also has more con
~em for some of today's social ills. So he is not interested primarily in preserv
mg t~e. statu~ quo, whether it be the condition of the jail or his personal future. 
The JalJ admmistrator would do well to take a look at the newest and youngest 
recruit on his staff and ask himself what this young man's future is going to be. 
1:!e can be reasonably assured that the young man is asking himself that ques
tion. 

Merit Promotion Plan 

While it is not practical, because of space limitations, to include a sample of 
a recommended promotion plan, the following suggests the essentials of what 
such a plan should include. It has been distilled from the promotion plan of the 
U.S. Bureau of Prisons and meets the requirements of the U. S. Civil Service 
Commission. 
Objective. To provide a fair and effective method of selecting employees for 
promotion and to give officials a choice from the best qualified candidates for 
positions of higher authority. 

Coverage. This plan applies to the promotion of all employees in the jail. 

Exceptions. Promotions which can be valid exceptions to the established pro
cedure such as a temporary promotion for 90 days or less. 

Meth.od 0/ Locating Candidates. Procedures the jail will use in identifying 
candidates for promotion, such as issuing a notice that ajob at a higher level is 
vacant and inviting employees to apply if interested and qualified. 

Procedure/or Applying. Procedures employees should follow in applying for a 
higher level position. 
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Determining B,asic Eligibility. Applications for promotion are reviewed by one 
or more persons designated by the jail administrator (or the administrator 
himself) and those applications from employees Who do not meet the require
ments of the higher job are eliminated from further consideration. 

Evaluation and Orouping. Employees whose qualifications meet those of the 
higher job are then reviewed by the same individual(s) and grouped according 
to level of qualifications. From three to five employ,.:es are listed at the top as 
"Best Qualified." 

Selection Procedure. The listing of qualified employees is then given to the 
selecting official, usually the jail administrator himself, who selects the em
ployee to be promoted. 

Plans for Rewarding Performance 
In addition to promotion plans, the jail administrator should develop and use 

plans spelling out factors and procedures which wiH be used in providing 
appropriate recognition for meritorious or exceptional job performance. 

As in the case of promotions, this aspect of personnel management also may 
not be under the complete control of the administrator of a jail whose em
ployees are under Civil Service. But if Civil Service has not issued such a plan 
in writing and made it available to all jail employees, the jail administrator 
should make sure that he himself has done so. 

Aside from the intrinsic values which arise from providing an employee 
some recognition for meritorious or exceptional performance, there is a very 
practical reason for having such a plan. Limits on the numbers of jobs at higher 
levels mean that not everybody can be promoted. Further, some employees 
who flre extremely capable and effective would be ruled out when considering 
promotions for a variety of reasons. 

But, above all, any jail employee who consistently performs at a level sub
stantially above that expected, or who performs a special act or service, de
serves something in the way of recognition which goes beyond a thank you. 
The content of a Jail Meritorious Award Plan can be similar to that developed 
for promotional consideration. Perhaps the best way to illustrate the point, 
however, is to show an actual recommendation which was obtained from a 
large jail. 

SUBJECT: Recommendation for a Superior Performance Award for Jail Officer Joe Blow 

Mr. Blow entered on duty June 13, 1971. He very quickly adapted to his role as a Jail 
Officer and has performed iii an excellent manner on all assignments to date. 

For the past six months, Mr. Blow has been assigned to the Education Department and 
his pelformance has been of such an outstanding nature that the Superintendent of 
Education SUbmitted the following: 

"Mr. Blow's primary duties are the security and cleanliness of the physical area and the 
accountability of the inmates attending classes. While his entire performance is notewor
thy, it is the latter area that I would specifically like to emphasize. On any given day, Mr. 
Blow deals with some 500 inmate students, the majority of whom he personally deals 
with on a one-to-one basis in such al'eas as tardiness, absenteeism, call-outs, and general 
accountability. He handles inmates in a firm, fair, and effective manner and has demon
strated an ability to maintain a high level of control in his area of supervision and, at the 
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same time, enjoy a high level of rapport with the inmates with whom he deals. I have no 
doubt that his talent in dealing with inmate problems, both personal and institutional in 
nature, has greatly contributed to the current high level of interest in our educational 
activities and has had a positive effect on the overall morale of the institution as well. His 
performance exemplifies the teamwork concept we have been striving for and it has been 
a pleasure to have him assigned to my department." 

The Superintendent's closing comments are certainly true since this type performance 
has been characteristic of Mr. Blow and there is every reason to believe it will continue. 

In view of the above, it is hereby recommended that Mr. Blow be recognized for superior 
performance with an appropriate monetary award. 

Grievance Procedures 

Is- John Doe 
Shift Su pervisor 

Jail employees should be advised of procedures and means to be used to 
bring their grievances to the attention of the jail administrator or higher author
ity. (A grievance is defined as a complaint or resentment on the part of a jail 
employee because of some circumstance or condition, real or imagined.) 

A jail which has a full-time personnel officer should put grievances proce
dures into writing and distribute a C9PY to each employee, particularly at the 
time he first begins his job. Ajail without such an officer should strive to follow 
this practice. 

Jails which have a personnel officer and a training officer and generally 
observe the standards and principles of personnel manflgement already dis
cussed in this chapter have a sizable head start in securing employee 
satisfaction-and relatively few grievances. However, regardless of how hard 
the jail tries, it is highly unlikely that ~II of the employees will be totally 
satisfied all of the time. • 

It is important for the jail administrator'to realize that it makes no difference 
whether the circumstance or condition that gives rise to a grievance is real or 
imagined. The grievance itself is real and has to be dealt with, regardless of 
what caused it. To this end, ali jail employees should be advised of the proce
dures to be used in airing their grievances, and such procedures should be put 
in writing for distribution. 

While it is not practical to include here a sample of a recommended griev
ance procedure, the following suggests the essentials of what such a plan 
should include. 

Objective. To provide II procedure to apply to any matter of concern or dis
satisfaction to any jail employee which is subject to the control ofjaiI officials. 

General. Insert here any general requirements such al) time limits during which 
grievances can be presented after incident occurs, and whether individual is 
entitled to a representative of his choice. 

lllforlllal Procedure. A jail employee alleging a grievance shaIl present the 
matter to his immediate supervisor. The supervisor shall consider all the facts, 
shall consult with others as may be necessary, and shall notify the employee as 
to the disposition of the grievance within five work days following the discus-
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sion. If the employee agrees with the disposition, he is not entitled to pursue 
the matter further. If he does not agree, the Formal Procedure shaH be fol-
lowed. 
Formal Procedure. A grievance may not be accepted unless the Informal 
Procedure outlined above has failed to produce a resolution . 
• The employee shaIl present his complaint in writing, specifying the nature of 
the grievance and the corrective action desired. This written grievance shaIl be 
presented to the head of the department in which the employee works .. The 
department head shaIl review the grievance and supply the employee with a 
decision within 10 work days. (In small jails or in larger ones not organized by 
departments, this step does not apply.) 
• If the employee is not satisfied with tht> decision of the head of the depart
ment, he may forward his grievance to the jail administrator himself. Th~ jail 
administrator shall consider the grievance in a manner he deems appropriate, 
which may include designating someone as an examiner to provide him with 
needed information and recommendations. The jail administrator should notify 
the employee of his decision within 30 calendar days, and his decision is final. 

Rules and Regulations Regarding Employee Conduct 
All jail administrators should develop and issue rules and regulations f~r the 

guidance of employees in their conduct a~~ behav.ior both on and off t~e job .. 
The effectiveness and efficiency ofthejall, and tn large measure the Image It 

presents to the public, are significantly affected by the conduct and behavior of 
employees both on and off the job. The following suggests the content of a set 
of R,ules and Regulations. 

Jail Employee Rules and Regulations 

The public opinion of the jail, especiaIly that of your friends and neighbors, 
is based in part on your conduct and life style in the community. You are 
required therefore to conduct yourself and your affairs in an acceptable man
ner and ~ct in a way which brings credit, rather than discredit, to the jail. If you 
do run into any kind of personal trouble, report t~e matter to your supervisor 
or the jail administrator immediately. Jail officials will be able to handle the 
matter with greater ability :and understanding if they have advance knowledge 
of what to expect. 

Your jail job is your primary responsibility and your actions and activities off 
the job should not in any way affect your performanc~ when on duty. 

You are required to be neat and presentable at all times when on d~ty an.d 
wear the prescribed uniform if one is required. Hair styles and factal hatr 
adornments are a matter of personal preference but you are urged to keep them 
in a way which would be expected of an employee in a criminal justice system. 
Because of this and because a large segment of the public is unwilling to accept 
long hair and beards, these are discouraged. Their weari~g, t~erefore, is 
frowned upon as indicating a lack of insight and. judgment tnt? job r~sp~n
sibilities and demands and this lack of judgment will be a factor tn consldermg 
assignments and other things such as promotions. . 

Duty hours are prescribed for all jail employees and you must be prompt tn 
reporting for work and regular in attendance. If, for some reason, you cannot 
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report for work at your established time, you must notify the jail as soon as this 
becomes known to you and report the circumstances (or have someone contact 
the jail for you). If you are working in a jail post which requires a relief, you 
must remain on duty until properly relieved or dismissed by your supervisor. 
Leaving any post at any time for an unauthorized reason will be considered to 
be abandonment of the job and may result in dismissal. 

Jail employees ate entitled to certain vacation periods and to some sick time. 
This is a benefit which should not be abused since abuse can result in discipli
nary action and even dismissal. If you do not have vacation or sick leave 
credits and an emergency requires you to be off duty, report this to your' 
supervisor at once. 

Your relationships with inmates in the jail must always be on a professional 
basis, and fraternizing with inmates is prohibited. You are expected to be 
friendly, but not a friend; courteous, but not a pal or buddy. You are expected 
to help inmates whenever possible-or lead them to someone who can help 
-but you cannot grant them any favors. You may not give legal advice to any 
inmate nor may you recommend any bondsman or lawyer. Under no circum
stances are you permitted to give or sell anything to an inmate br exchange 
anything with him. Taking money or anything e1se from an inmate is absolutely 
forbidden and you may not give him anything which is not an approved jail 
issue item. . 

You may not under any circumstances have contact with the family, rela
tives, or friends of any inmate except those which come about as part of your 
job. Any inappropriate contact can easily be misinterpreted and lead to trou
ble. Under no circumstances may you ev/~r visit the residence of any inmate 
unless such a visit has been approved in advance by your supervisor or is an 
expected part of your job. 

Use of force or the use of any weapon against any inmate is absolutely 
forbidden except in incidents which reqllil;~ self defense or require taking of 
suppressive action to prevent an inmate from escaping or harming himself or 
others. The amount and kind of forr;e applied shall be only that which is 
required for proper defense or to retain or regain control and such an effort 
shall stop immediately when it is obvious that force is no longer needed. The 
usc of any assault type weapon such as firearms, gas guns, or clubs, is forbid
den without the approval of the jail administrator. Such weapons may never be 
carried in the jail proper without th'e advance approval of the jail administrator 
who will also issue instructions regarding their use. 

There may be times when an inmate disturbance results in the taking of 
hostages. Employees, including the jail administrator himself, lose all authority 
that goes with their jobs while in hostage status. You must ignore the instruc
tions of any hostage and take orders only from your supervisor who, in tum, 
will receive them from the senior jail official in "free" status. 

The jail has many policies, procedures, rules, and regulations which govern 
its operations, programs, and activities. You are required to be familiar with 
those which apply to your job and to follow them carefully. There may be times 
and situations when you af(~ in doubt about following a particular rule. When 
this occurs, and if there is time to do so, contact your supervisor for guidance. 
If you don't have time to contact your supervisor and the application of some 
rule just doesn't make sense, use your best judgment. However, keep in mind 
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'that policies, niles, etc., have been established as a .result ?f long experie~ce 
and you must be certain in your own mind that there IS a valid reason for dOIng 
something differently. . ' . 

Regular contact with news media-newspapers, and radIO a~d .televlSlon 
stations-is important to any jail. Such contacts, therefore, ~re lImited to the 
jail administrator himself or his designated spokesman: Jali empl?~ees not 
authorized to do so, may not under any circumstances dlscus~ a~y Jali matte.r 
or inmate with representatives of the news media and authonzatlOn to dO-If 
not part of the job-must be received in advance. If yo~ are contacte? by any 
news media representative, politely decline to say anythIng and refer him to the 
jail administrator. ., .. 

Jail work is a highly professional and demandIng Job. Whlie It offers an 
unequalled opportunity to make a contribution to society'S safety and well
being it also carries with it many possible dangers to your own safety and to 
that ~f others. You must, therefore, always be alert to any situation, no matter 
how innocent in appearance, which poses a potential threat. You n:ust also 
always have yourself in complete control, regardless of the prov~cat.lOn, .and 
avoid the tendency to take immediate and independent actIOns In situations 
which seem out of the ordinary or have some degree of uncertainty about them. 
Except in cases of real emergency when something h~s to ~e. don~ im
mediately, wait until sufficient staff is available to provide additIOnal Judg
ments and adequate help. 

Paragraphs 1 and 2 may need special emphasis. In parti~ular, it ne~ds to 
be stressed to new employees that moonlighting mllst never IIlterfere with the 
peljol'mance of their jobs in the jail. The jail administrator must be alert to 
moorrlighting and take necessary action when jail work is ~dversely affectt;:d: 

He must also be aware of the kind of moonlighting beIng don~. T~e JaIl 
employee who works as bartender in a tavern widely kno:vn f~r ItS mghtly 
brawls is hardly making a positive contribution to the pubhc attitude toward 
the jail. 
Employee Disciplinary Procedures 

All jail administrators should devel~p .an~ use pl~ns w~ich tell employ.ees 
how and under what circumstances dlsclphnary action Will be taken agaInst 
them and indicate the penalty for various wrongful acts or conduct. . 

Disciplinary procedures should be based on the rules and regulatIOns gov-
erning the conduct and behavior of jail employees. .., 

Whenever possible the administrator should put diSCiplinary procedures 
into writing and distribute a copy to each employee, particularly at the time he 
first begins his job. . . . . 

There probably never has been, and probably never Will be, aJali that did ~ot 
have to correct an employee for a wrongful act or other improper behav~o.r 
which, in some instances, might even occur off the job. ~ailure to ~ollow a Jail 
procedure, regularly reporting late for work, being intOXicated whlie o.n duty, 
bringing in contraband, and falsifying records are only a few of the actions f~r 
which an employee might be disciplined. Penalties should depend on th~ sen
ousness of the offense-informal warning or reprimand, formal warnIng or 
reprimand (given in writing and made part of the employee's ~le), loss of pay or 
allowances, suspension, demotion in grade or rank, and beIng fired. 
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Corrective action should be reasonable and administered with understand
ing. For example, it may not be necessary to fire an employee who has run up a 
string of bad debts; there are perhaps other ways in which such a matter can be 
handled. Firing the employee may perhaps solve the problem for the jail, but 
taking away the employee's paycheck only adds to his burden. This implies 
that disciplillmy procedure should have as all objective the achievement of jail 
goals while improving employee pelformance. The following suggests the es
sentials of what a plan for disciplinary action should include. 

Definition. (Insert here what the jail considers to be grounds for taking disci
plinary action against the employee such as rules and regulations regarding 
conduct of employees, requirements established by law, etc.) 

Notice to Employee. An employee against whom a disciplinary action is con
templated should be given notice in writing of the nature of the offense and the 
action which is proposed to be taken. The employee should be given a certain 
number of days (usually 10) in which to reply in writing. 
Employee should also be advised of his rights such as being entitled to rep
resentation, appeal procedures, formal hearing procedures, and other require
ments such as those which may be established by area civil service if jail 
employees are so covered. 

Fillal Action. The jail administrator shall consider the response of the em
ployee and notify the employee of his decision. If the employee does not reply 
within the time permitted in the notice, the action proposed becomes effective. 

Recruitment Standards 
All jail employees should be hired only on the basis of recruitment standards 

which insure that they are qualified to perform the duties required in a particu
lar job. 
1. Recruitment standards should be reaosonable and geared to reach the 
widest possible work force. As a minimum, they should set forth the basic 
requirements as to age, education, prior work experience, physical condition, 
and character. 

2. Recruitment standards should also set forth those qualities which will 
disqualify, such as moral weaknesses (e.g., drug or alcohol abuse or sexual 
deviance) and poor past work record, but should avoid arbitrary and meaning
less disqualifiers such as unrealistic age or physical requirements (e.g., height 
and weight). 

3. Recruitment standards are generally supe~ior when jail employees are 
covered by civil service or other merit systems, and jail administrators should 
make every effort to secure such status for the jail staff. 

For too many years too many jails have hired employees who had few 
qualifications beyond the ability to walk and talk. If jails are to become some
thing more than the condemned institutions of the past, well-developed re
cruitment standards for hiring jail employees are a must. 

Jails which have employees covered by civil service 01' other merit system 
administered' by the local unit of government invariably have standards 
superior to those of jails without civil service coverage. In the latter case, the 
first effort of the jail administrator should be to secure such coverage for his 
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employees. This fact alone will improve the jail's ability to recruit a better type 
of employee if for no other reason than that civil service status carries wit~ it 
greater employment security, usually in the form of tenure and related Job 
benefits such as retirement. 

In any case, the jail administrator should prepare, or have prepared, re
cruitment standards for the various classes of jail jobs, which spell out the 
qualifications required and also list the disqualifiers. These should be r~asona
ble so as to reach the widest possible work force but should not mclude 
arbitrary and meaningless requirements which have no direct bearing on ability 
to handle a job. Requiring, for example, that a jail employee be 5'7/1 in height 
not only rules out the potential employee who is 5'6" but, more impOliant, 
implies that 1 inch has some significance in determining employee suitability. 
The following announcement contains the essentials of a recruitment standard 
for a jail officer and may be useful as a guide. 

MILWAUKEE COUNTY 
CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION 

ANNOUNCES 
CORRECTION OFFICER I 

DUTIES: Under general supervision, to maintain care and custody of prisoners at 
the House of Correction or at the Women's Jail; to book and search prisoners 
upon admittance and to check their clothing and valuables; to maintain p.rop~r 
security, including patrol duty and periodic counts of Inmate~; to maintain 
proper order and decorum among prisoners; to see that prisoners follow 
proper procedures as to personal hygiene; to see that the quarters of prisoners 
'and the areas for which they are responsible are kept in a sanitary and whole
some condition; to issue supplies to prisoners; to assist wi~h the dispe~sing of 
food; to check all packages and incoming and outgoing ma.ll; to supervise work 
details of prisoners in their quarters or other areas to which they may be as
signed; to supervise rehabilitative activities; to report infractions of rules and 
unusual occurrences; to prepare prisoners for court and for release; to convey 
or assist in the conveyance of prisoners; to supervise the visiting of prisoners; 
to keep records and prepare reports; and to perform such other duties as may 
be assigned. . 

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: 
Education: Graduation from high school; posses!>ion of a valid Wisco~sin 

driver's license required for assignment at the House ~f Correctlo~. 
Experience: Some experience Involving the car~ or custod~ ?f prisoners deSir

able, such as a prison guard or,malron or a mll.ltary guard. 
Skills and Knowledges: Ability to command respect, maintain control, and act 

quickly in emergencies; ability to influence and control 
. the conduct and personal habits of prisoners. . 

Personal Attributes: Strength; agility; firmness and fairness in de~ling With 
prisoners; good powers of observation; sound .Judgme~t; 
alertness; ability to work €,ffectlvely and harmOniously With 
others. 

Other: Such additional qualifications as mall be required by the Milwaukee 
County Civil Service Commission. . 

SALARY: Salaries are paid biweekly as prescribed by ordinance. Starting salary IS 
at the first-year step unless stated otherwise on the front of this an-
nouncement. 
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APPLYING FOR THE JOB: 
Application Forms A mailing list card is not an application. Application 

forms and, if necessary, experience papers are available 
from the Milwaukee County Civil Service Commission, 
Courthouse, Room 210, 901 N. 9th Street Milwaukee 
Wisconsin 53233, during regular office ho~rs from 8:00 
a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, Telephone 
(AC 414) 278-4161. 

Filing Date Applications, COMPLETELY FILLED IN, must be on file at the 
Civil Service Office on or before the time and date as indicated 
on the front of this announcement. Application will be accepted 
only.lf applicant possess~~ minimum acceptable employment 
requirements for the position as set forth on this announce
ment. 

Veterans Discharge papers must be presented at the time of filing the appli
cation to qualify for veteran's preference. 

EXAMINATION & APPOINTMENT 
Place of Examination This examination will be held at a time and place to be 

set by the Commission and is open to qualified ap
plicants who will be notified when and where to re
port at their own expense. 

Ties In t~~ event (1.:'0 ~r more elig!bles receive the same final grade, priority 
of ~llIng application determilles respective positions on the eligible 
register. 

Medical Successful applicants must pass a medical examination given at 
County expense and facilities. 

Fingerprinting All appOintees will be fingerprinted and a record check 
made of local, state or federal authorities. A conviction is not 
an automatic bar to employment. 

Probationary Period Appointment subject to a six months' probationary 
period unless otherwise stated. 

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 
HOLIDAYS-Average of 9 per year ,4 
SICK LEAVE-12 days annually (unlimited accumulation) 
GROUP LIFE INSURANCE premiums fully paid by the County up to $10,000 of 

coverage with coverage based on annual salary. 
HOSPI!AL AND SURGICAL INSURANCE premiums for employee and dependents 

paid by the County. 
VACATION-10 to 25 days each year 
TUITION reimbursement 
MILITARY LE~VE PAY-To maintain your reserve status, the County grants up to 15 

consecutive days per year for military training. 
SOCIAL SECURITY 
RETIREMENT-The retirement plan is noncontributory. The County pays the full 

cost for regular pensions. 
PERSONAL LEAVE-3 days per year 

Recruitment Standards for Specialty Jobs 
Recruitment standards for specialty job classes-trades and crafts and vari

ou~ ~ositions at the. professional level-should be strict in requiring education, 
trammg, and expenence appropriate for the job to be done. 

The principles governing recruitment standards which have just been dis
cussed apply in their entirety to the recruitment standards to be used in hiring 
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employees for specialty jobs. The object in this separate listing is emphasis. 
If ajail is going to hire a cook, it ought to hire someone who is fully qualified, 

with experience beyond that gained as a short-order man in the local greasy 
spoon. This is especially true if employees in trades and crafts are also ex
pected to be vocational training instructors for inmates. 

Employees in white-collar jobs such as caseworker, counsellor, librarian, 
teacher, and employment placement officer, should also be thorou.ghly trained. 
To shift emphasis in management and operation of the jail to meet the demands 
of the future, there iS'no better piace to start than with recruitment standards 
used in hiring individuals who are to perform tasks at the professional level. 

Recruitment from Minority Groups 
The proportion of qualified workers on the jail staff who come from minority 

groups, particularly blacks, chicanos, and Indians, should be generally com
parable to the proportion of that group in the total population of the area. 

This standard is neither a quota nor a goal but a fact of correctional life 
which the jail administrator must recognize as contributing to effective jail 
management and operations. 

It is not enough to be an "Equal Opportunity Employer." The jail adminis
trator must make a special effort to hire qualified workers representing minor
ity groups-an effort he will find rewarding because it will bring about positive 
results in jail management. 

In 1971,29 inmates and 10 employees were killed during the disturbance at 
the Attica prison in New York State. The official report of the investigating 
commission states: 
I 
Some officers tried to help inmates with prison matters ... but the relationship between 
most officers and inmates was characterized by fear, hostility, and mistrust, nurtured by 
racism. The relationship was probably inevitable when predominantly poor, urban, 
black, and Spanish-speaking inmates were placed under the supervision of white officers 
from rural areas equipped with only three weeks of training. * 

The report also points out that of some 500 employees, there was one black 
civilian teacher, one Puerto Rican correction officer, and no black correction 
officer. Of 2,243 inmates confined at the time of the uprising, 54 percent were 
black and 9 percent Puerto Rican. The report is emphatic in stating that racist 
attitudes in the institution were an undeniable part of the tensions leading to the 
uprising. 

Norman A. Carlson, director of the federal Bureau of Prisons, believes that 
minority recruitment is predicated on the commonsense realization that many 
of our minority group inmates cannot 'or will not relate to correctional staff 
members who do not understand their background. The resulting lack of com
munication between staff members and inmates, of course, leads to misunder
standings and tense situations in a correctional environment. 

When inmates and staff can talk to-and perhaps more important 
understand-each other, the possibility of trouble is not only lessened but the 
probability of changing the future behavior of the inmates is heightened. And if 
the jail administrator needs a more selfish motive, his job will become easier. 

-Attica: The Official Report of the New York State Special COlllmissioll 011 Attica (New York: 
Bantam Books, 1972). p. 80. 
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In sum, this standard is not intended to cure a social ill. Its sole purpose is to 
increase the effectiveness of the jail as a correctional agent. 

Many jail administrators will subscribe to the above and hurriedly point out 
that the jail is an "equal opportunity employer." 

However, it is unlikely that this standard can be met unless ,the jail adminis
trator makes a special effort to widen his recruitment base in a way which 
encourages job applications from minority group members. He can also en
courage job applications through personnel policies such as advancement, 
which give recognition to qualified minority group employees. 

Recruitment of Ex-Offenders 
Jail administrators should consider recruiting ex-offenders for special-type 

jobs as a possible additiol/olway to improl'ejail management and operations. 
As in the case of encouraging recruitment from minority groups, the purpose 

of this standard is to increase the effectiveness of the jail as a correctional 
agent. But the jail administrator who hires an ex-offender simply for the sake of 
hiring one is literally asking for trouble. 

Ex-offenders are best suited for those positions providing correctional ser
vices such as counseling to inmates, especially those in community-based ac
tivities. Ex-offenders have literally "been there." They know and understand 
what it is like to be an inmate and have the advantage of being able to com
municate from a common base. Watching an ex-offender advise inmates on 
how to look for a job and listening to the exchange is an experience in itself. 

It has been well established in many jails that hiring carefully selected ex
offenders results in bringing to the jail qualifications which cannot be obtained 
in any other way. Jail administrators should not overlook this source of per
sonnel for selected positions. 

Recruitment Methods 

To increase the chances of hiring morp capable and better-quali/ied jail 
employees, l/lejail administrator should lise a variety of recruitment methods. 

The administrator who sits back and waits for job applicants to appear at the 
front gate is short-changing himself and the jail. He is also short-changing 
himself if he relies exclusively on formal vacancy notices and examination 
announcements issued by civil service if the jail is so covered. 

To get the kind of employees he needs, the jail administrator has to be 
aggressive and use every available means. One of these is to use the present jail 
staff as a team of recruiters. Some authorities claim that people are most 
successful in gettingjobs through someone they know. This approach has been 
used successfully by many commercial firms, some of which even offer cash 
bonuses to employees who bring in a new recruit. Special recognition can be 
given tojail employees who are successful in recruiting. There have been cases 
where father, son, and grandson were concurrently employed in correctional 
work, and family tradition can be a factor in successful recruitment methods. 
This implies that jail administrators could encourage employees to visit the jail 
to "see where Daddy works" and perhaps even arrange family social events 
centered around the jail. 

Newspapers and other news media are an obvious recruitment method. An 
attempt should be made to have the item appear in some place other than the 
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classified pages of a newspaper. Success depends, in large part, on the rela
tionship between the jail administrator and the news media. This subject is 
covered in Chapter 3. 

Jails whose employees are covered by civil service usually recruit through 
formal vacancy notices and examination announcements. However, the jail 
administrator should not rely exclusively on the usual distribution and posting 
given such notices. The administrator would be wise to obtain his own supply 
and spread them around himself. The fact is tbat not too many people read 
bulletin boards in courthouses or post offices. One good way to improve minor
ity recruitment is by distributing these notices in the right places. 

In light of the 1974-and-beyond jail objectives, local schools, colleges, and 
universities are prime sources of recruits, especially for professional positions. 
The jail administrator can easily arrange appearances before classes to discuss 
correctional work as a career. The military services operate programs for 
locating jobs for about-to-be veterans, and nearby military discharge centers 
should be contacted regularly by jail recruiters. 

Contacts with the public are extremely valuable, particularly in appearance 
before civic and church clubs and organizations for young adults. But perhaps 
more important than anyone or any combination of the foregoing is the effort 
the jail administrator makes to professionalize the jail and its work. If the jail 
has established meaningful objectives and is successfully achieving them, jail 
work as a career is going to become more attractive. If this happens, other 
recruitment methods may be unnecessary. 

Training Jail Employ~es-To Do What? 
Jail administrators should have specific objectives in providing training for 

employees for various tasks. The most realistic objectives can be derived from 
performance standards developed for jail jobs, as discussed earlier in this 
chapter. 

For too many years much jail training has been less than effective because 
clear-cut objectives for training were never established. Jail administrators, 
therefore, must ask: What is the training for? What is it supposed to accom
plish? 

The jail administrator who has established realistic performance standards 
for the various jail jobs is in a position to provide the best answer to these 
questions. Performance standards which spell out what is expected and can be 
used to measure what an employee does and how well he does it, almost 
automatically provide a sound basis for training. They show what kinds of 
training should be provided for most jail jobs (e.g., jail security) and what kinds 
of counselling techniques should be taught to inmate counsellors. Using this 
approach permits the jail administrator to tailor his training program to the 
needs of his jail. Obviously the small jail which at times has to struggle to 
provide round-the-clock supervision has training needs quite different from 
those of a 200-man jail with many different types of jail jobs and jail correc
tional programs. However, regardless of the specifics, jaillraining should be 
geared to meeting the correctional needs of the inmates in all attempt to 
change their future behavior. This suggests that training which relates to jail 
housekeeping, such as counts, searches, and jail security in general, is vital8:nd 
important but that more sophisticated training programs geared to helpmg 
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employees change human behavior are, in the long run, perhaps even more 
essential. This can be likened to the toilet training of a child which is certainly 
vital and is accepted as an important part of the attempt to help the child grow 
into a responsible adult. The jail administrator who limits his training objec
tives to such basics as jail housekeeping meets a fundamental need. But he has 
to raise his sights substantially and give perhaps greater emphasis to that kind 
of training which makes the jail employee a correctional agent. 

Employee Training in the Jail 

The Standards Commission recommended that new employees receive 40 
hours of orientation training, followed by 60 hours of additional training during 
their first year, and that after their first year all employees receive at least 40 
hours of training annUally. * 

This is a reasonable and useful recommendation. Aside from seeing to it that 
a training program is under way at the jail, the jail administrator's most impor
tant contribution is to provide the setting for training, including space for 
classes, books and publications, and training materials and aids. 

Training for jail supervisors should be emphasized, since so-called line em
ployees receive most training on the job through supervision and counselling. 

Realism requires recognition of the fact that meaning and pertinence are 
more important in training than the number of hours. Four hours of good 
training is far better than 40 hours of training which does not contribute much 
directly to improved employee performance. 

The jail administrator who has a capable training officer, as described ear
lier, will know that he can rely on the officer for working out the kinds of 
training needed and who should do it. But the administrator himself must see to 
it that the jail conducts a training program that goes beyond mere instructions 
in jail housekeeping. 

The jail administrator must also provide.space for classroom-type instruc
tion. If such space is not available in the ja~l, there is bound to be some close 
by. He must have flexibility in jail work schedules so that employees are 
"available" for training. He must arrange to provide a good training library 
containing appropriate books and publications. And he must arrange to pro
vide training materials and aids such as notebooks, case studies, films, projec
tors, and blackboards. The administrator of a small jail which has no training 
budget may have to "hustle" a bit to provide the above, but he can do it at little 
or no cost. Somebody's nearby conference room can be borrowed for a class
room. The area library will probably be willing to loan books and publications. 
Training aids and materials can probably be donated by or borrowed from local 
schools and civic or business organizations. 

The adlTlinistrator of the small, two-employee jail need not throw up his 
hands in horror at this discussion, He has available for his employees the 
Bureau of Prisons jailer training course, which is self-teaching and comprehen
sive enough to cover basic jail operations, jail programs, and jail management. 
Information about obtaining this course can be obtained from area representa-

"National Advisory Commission On Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Correctiolls, p. 494. 
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tives of the federal Bureau of Prisons (stationed nationwide in the regional 
offices listed at the end of this publication) or from the state department of 
corrections. 

If anyone employee group in the jail should be singled out for training 
emphasis, it is the supervisors. Again realism requires recognition of the fact 
that most jail training takes place on the job through the supervision, advice, 
instruction, and counselling an employee receives from his "boss." Super
visors who are well trained automatically become a group of training instruc
tors in the course of performing their regular duties. 

Supervisory training can be arranged in a variety of ways even for the small 
jail with only two or three supervisors, State departments of corrections are 
rapidly increasing their training capability, and several states now operate 
training academies for correctional personnel. Police academies offer super
visory instruction, the content of which has much in common with what the 
correctional supervisor needs. The federal Bureau of Prisons operates two 
training centers. In other words, the jail administrator who is determined to 
provide training for his supervisors will find a way to provide it. 

Orientation Period for New Employees 

All new employees should be given a reasonable period of orientation to 
acquaint them with thejaiI alld its operations and with the requirements of the 
job. 

The length of the orientation period should be based on the size of the jail 
and its number and level of operations. In jails having a full-time training 
officer, the orientation period should not be less than 40 hours. 

Orientation must be included in the probationary period discussed next. It is 
obvious that the employee on probationary appointment will be handicapped in 
living up to standards if he does not understand how the jail operates and what 
is expected of him personally. 

Probationary (Trial) Periods for New Employees 

An important jail hiring policy should be to require new employees to un
dergo a probationary (trial) period of not less than three months and not more 
than one year before they can achieve permanent status. 

During the probationary period, employees should be evaluated at least 
bimonthly if the trial period is six months or less, and at least quarterly if it is 
more than six months. This evaluation should always be discussed with the 
employee and, if the evaluation is in writing, the employee should be required 
to read and initial the record. 

This standard applies whether or not jail employees are under civil service or 
some type of merit system, which invariably does require a probationary or 
trial period. There is no perfect hiring system, and personal judgment or scores 
obtained on written and/or oral tests do not necessarily predict the success of 
the employee on the job. In fact, there is some evidence which shows that 
individuals who scored highest on written tests did not do as well as those 
whose scores were lower. Hence the jail administrator should require new 
employees to undergo a probationary period. 

The purpose of the probationary period is to test the employee in an actual 
working situation and judge his performance as either meeting or failing to 
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meet performance standards. During such a trial period, the employee should 
be regularly told how he measures up to the requirements of the job. If his 
performance is below par, he should be given a reasonable period in which to 
improve and told he will be separated if he does not shape up. If his work does 
not improve, efficient and effective jail management and operations require 
that he be separated. 

To avoid charges of unfair practices, the jail administrator should tell the 
employee (1) exactly what his deficiencies are, (2) what he needs to do to 
improve, and (3) what the jail will do to help him. The jail administrator should 
also try to avoid delaying separations to the last 30 days if the probationary 
period is six months or more. 

Encouraging Employee Education 

J ail administrators should make every effort to encourage employee self
improvement, particularly in advanced education and, as and when possible, 
provide appropriate recognition of employee efforts through promotions and 
other incentives. 

The hest jail training program cannot do it all, particularly in supplying 
employees with knowledge normally available only through completion of pre
scribed courses in recognized educational institutions. But the jail that de
velops at least a nucleus of college-educated employees is in a much better 
position to meet its growing responsibilities. 

The jail administrator can do a good deal to encourage employees in their 
educational efforts. One way is to make sure that area schools and colleges are 
aware of the educational needs among jail employees, in the hope that they will 
develop courses which more nearly meet jail requirements. If the jail has 
enough employees, the administrator can ask that courses be conducted at the 
jail itself. And there is nothing wrong in allowing inmates to enroll in and attend 
these same courses. 

Promotion plans can provide additional "credits" for educational achieve
ment. Larger jails, especially, might well require that aspirants have at least an 
Associate in Arts degree before they can be considered for jobs at higher levels 
of responsibility. 

Work shifts and hours can be made flexible enough to accommodate em
ployees' educational activities. More than one jail has lost employees who 
worked from 2 to 10 p.m., couldn't change shifts, and therefore couldn't attend 
evening classes. In sum, the jail administrator can play all important role in 
fostering the educatioll of his employees at no cost to himself and with /lothing 
but material benefit to the management alld operation of the jail. 

Membership in Professional Organizations 

As part of backing employees' efforts at self-improvement, the jail adminis
trator should encourage, employees to joill, alld actively participate ill, profes
sionci/ organiza tions having a relationship to the work of the jail. 

Another way for the jail administrator to contribute to employees' self
imprOVement and at the same time help to professionalize the work of the jail is 
to encourage wgrkers to join one or more of the professional organizations 
whose purpose bears directly on corrections. These range from rather general 
organizations such as the National Sheriffs' Association, the National Jail 
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Association, the National Council on Crime and Delinquency, and the Ameri
can Correctional Association, to specialty organizations such as the American 
Correctional Food Service Association. Many of these organizations publish 
professional journals which are a source of much information, and most of 
them hold at least annual meetings of the membership. 

Only in rare instances will employees fail to obtain positive benefit from 
such memberships, particularly if they are able to attend scheduled meetings 
such as the Annual Congress of Corrections of the American Correctional 
Association. Much can be learned from attending the formal sessions on the 
program but even more can be learned during the unstructured sessions when 
workers with common interests get together and exchange views. 

One "reverse" benefit from membership in professional organizations and 
attendance at their meetings cannot be overlooked. When the employee 
finishes reading about or listening t<, the problems of others, he will return to 
his jail feeling that his own are manageable. 

Attending professional meetings can be expensive and may be beyond the 
limits of the jail's budget. But a resourceful administrator can meet this prob
lem in several ways. 
• He can add an item labeled Self-Improvement to the performance rating 
scale, which would induce employees to pay at least part of their own ex
penses. 
• He can provide time off from duty for attendance at such meetings without 
charge to the employee's leave credits. 

• He can attempt to obtain funds to cover necessary expenses from local, 
state, or federal agencies or from private sources. 

Sources of Help in Personnel Management 

This chapter has dealt with only the essential elements of personnel man
agement in the jail. Among other published sources is the Bureau of Prisons 
publication referred to throughout this handbook-The Jail: Its Operation and 
Management. All jail administrators should study carefully the section on 
personnel management. 

The publication of the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice 
Standards and Goals, Corrections, has much material on personnel manage
ment. It may be obtained through the U. S. Government Printing Office. 

Several publications of the Joint Commission on Correctional Manpower 
and Training, which reported in 1969, have valuable material on management 
and training. Most of these publications are available through the American 
Correctional Association, 4321 Hartwick Road, College Park, Maryland. 

The jail administrator may seek help directly from the National Sheriff's' 
Association and the regional offices of the U. S. Department of Justice, where 
there is a Bureau of Prisons representative. Help can often be obtained from 
area colleges and universities, especially those having courses in public ad
ministration and from the personnel divisions of local and state governments. 



Chapter 3. 
Policies, Procedures, Rules and 

Regulations 

Definitions: 
Policy:-A statement of plan, principle, or course of action. 

Procedllre:-A way of doing something. 
Rule:-An established guide or standard, often allowing room for judgment. 

Regulation:-A flat statement, having the effect of law and leaving little or no 
room for judgment, by which conduct or things are controlled. 

T he purpose of this chapter is to emphasize for the jail administrator the 
importance of sound policies, procedures, rules, and regulations in the efficient 
and effective management of the jail. Major attention is given to policies, since 
these set out the plan for jail management and their development is primarily 
the responsibility of the jail administrator. Pi-ocedures, rules, and regulations 
are given lesser attention because the~ are concerned largely with details 
which, in all except small jails, are the responsibility of staff at lower organiza
tionallevels. Jail administrators cannot ignore details, but this handbook will 
continue to warn against getting buried in them. 

Much of this chapter deals with inmate matters, and the standards and 
principles given are geared to taking the jail administrator off the defensive and 
putting him in a position of control. There is not the remotest suggestion that 
the jail administrator "coddle" inmates. What is intended is that he maintain 
strict control over matters that really count and let loose the reins on those 
matters that do not materially affect jail security and operations. A few years 
ago, there was talk that "the courts are coming." Today the courts are here, 
and the jail administrator's best way to retain authority and control is to run the 
jail in a way that will make it unnecessary for the courts to do it for him. 

The chapter should be of special help to administrators of very small jails. 
The two-employee, five-inmate jail, for example, hardly needs a riot pl~n 
covering a multitude of dl~tails. But even this size of jail might have a distur
bance which, in relative terms, is just as serious as a m~or riot in a large 
institution. Hence, jail administrators are urged to read the chapter carefully, 
deciding what fits their needs and what doesn't. 
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Legal Authority Hnd Requirements 
Thejail~and the jail administrator-are subject to requirements imposed by 

federal, state, and local governments, and are further subject to decisions and 
rulings of the courts and bodies such as grand juries. 

Thejail administrator must manage and operate his jail within the limitations 
imposed by lawful authority. But he should attempt to get those requirements 
which restrict jail efficiency and effectiveness changed. 

While the jail administrator has a good deal of authority and even autonomy, 
his management and operation of the jail is subject to requirements imposed by 
the various levels of government as well as by decisions and rulings of the 
courts. The wise administrator will view these ~equirements as a help rather 
than a liability. They may weLL be useful to him when serious problems 'Occur. 
The jail administrator dealing with the aftermath of a disastrous fire is going to 
be much less vulnerable if he can show that his jail met the requirements of the 
fire code and was in fact recently inspected by a fire marshal. Food poisoning, 
always a possibility in an institution, is much less likely to occur if the aid of 
local health departments and their experts is sought, rather than fought off. 
Therefore, while governmental requirements may strike some administrators 
as bureaucracy run by would-be meddlers, they are actlially a help and should 
be met in all cases. 

Courts in general have taken a reasonable approach to the problems onhe 
jail, and many decisions have advocated actions that will produce correctional 
progress. The important thing regarding court decisions is for the administrator 
to run his jail in a manner which makes intercessi"m of the courts unnecessary. 
There will always be inmates and others filing suits against thejail. However, if 
the jail is run in an efficient and progressive manner, the suits are likely to be 
frivolous in nature and recognized as such by judges. 

Even the best jail administrator and the best jail are going to run into situa
tions when governmental requirements and court decisions just don't make 
sense. If a state law or local ordinance is adversely affecting the jail, the 
administrator should make every etIort to have it changed. Even if a court 
decision is based on law but is totally unreasonable with regard to its effect on 
thejail, the jail administrator should pursue action to eliminate the unreasona
bleness or at least reduce its impact. The essential point is that those having 
authority to make laws and render decisions also have the authority and power 
to change them. 

The Operational Foundation-Statement of Jail Objectives 
Jail admillistrators nIust have clearly defined objectives in mind to guide 

their management alld operation of the jail. These objectives should be set 
forth in writing for the guidance of jail staff unless factors sllch as jail size 
make it unnecessary to do so. 

Chapter 1 has suggested i~ general terms what t~E; overall )ail obje.ctives 
should be. While these objecttves serve the purpose In addressmg the alms of 
the 4,OOOjails in the United States, they are much too broad and general ~or the 
individualjail. The administrator, therefore, has to take a hard l~ok a~ ~IS own 
jail and, within limitations imposed by local factors suc? as pu~hc OpInIOn, set 
forth in rather specific terms responses to the three baSIC questiOns: .Vhy does 
the jail exist? What is it supposed to do? To whom or for whom? 
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The important thing about setting forth a statement of objectives is simple 
honesty. The jail administrator is kidding only himself when he describes his 
correctional objectives in rather elaborate terms, when no teacher, 
caseworker, or counsellor is in evidence with the institution. No jail adminis
trator should put himself in the position of contributing yet another voice to the 
lip service that has characterized corrections over the last hundred years. The 
time for talk is over; the time for action is now. And the individual best in a 
position to put meaning into words is the jail administrator. 

Jail Organization 
Organization is the basic requirement for achieving jail objectives. If there 

are two or more departments or units handling jail activities, the organization 
should be described on paper in the form of an organization chart. 

The jail organiz!ation chart can be likened to that of a football team. The 
quarteruack (the jail administrator) calls the signals. The halfback and fullback 
(the deputies) help execute the play. The linemen (the jail employees) block 
and run interference so that the objective is achieved. 

Exactly what organization is developed depends on the specific jail objec
tives, and it is impossible to indicate an organization that will fit every jail. 
However, the following suggests what ajail organization chart might look like. 

SHERIFF 

VOCATIONAL 
TRAINING' 

: ___ --1 

Jail Functional Organization 

ACADEMIC 
EDUCATION 

LIBRARY 

The jail organization chart should be accompanied by a functional chart 
which explains what each organizational unit is expected to handle. ~ 

Basically, such a functional chart tells who is in charge of what. It can be as 
simple as the following example. '. 
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-'-'--' 
I JAIL ADMINISTRATORl 

BUSINESS MANAGER DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR PROGRAM DIRECTOR 

1. Budgets .1. Second In Command 1. Education 

2. Payrolls 2. Security Function 2. Recreation 

3. Procurement 3. Control Prisoner Movement 3. Counselling 

4. Accounting 4, Discipline 4. Library 

5. Commissary 5, Custodli\1 Post Assignment 5. Psychological Ser. 

6. Food Service 6. Receiving 6. Work Release 

7. Food Storage 7. Discharging 7. Religion 

a. Inmate Funds a. Assignment 8. Social Work 

9. Inmate Property 9. Mall 9. Classification 

10. Maintenance 10. Visits 10. Community Volunteers 

11. Industries 11. Sanitation 

12. Farm 12. Records 

13. Gen. Office 13. Staff Training 

14. Investigation & Reports 

15. Medical Services 

Jail Orders or Directives . 
All policies, procedures, rules, and regulations which guide and control the 

management and operation of the jail should be put into writing and distributed 
in the form of jail orders or directives. 

Jail orders and directives should be distributed on a "need to know" basis; 
for not all employees need all orders and directives. The jail administrator 
should do what is necessary to insure that employees receive, read, and under
stand them. 

Policy statements should be signed, usually by the jail administrator. Proce
dures, rules, and regulations, which implement policy, may be signed by indi
viduals in subordinate but authoritative positions. 

Major orders and directives should be discussed with the staff (in large jails, 
at least with key staff members) when still in draft stage and prior to final 
sign-off to insure their potential effectiveness. 

Policies are needed to achievejail objectives and guide and control activities 
and operations. Procedures, rules, and regulations are needed to implement 
them. These should be put into writing in all except the very smallest of jails 
and distributed in the form of jail orders or directives or whatever other label 
seems to fit. To avoid burying employees in a flood of paper which has no 
bearing on their work, orders and directives should be distributed only to those 
workers who need to know the content. For example, all employees need to 
know about key control, but not every employee needs to know the procedure 
for counting prisoners. 
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In addition to issuing orders and directives, the jail administrator has to 
make sure they get to the employees involved and that these employees read 
and-·most important of all-understand them. This can be accomplished in a 
variety of ways. A shift supervisor can read and discuss orders and directives 
before a work shift begins its tour, or department heads can read and discuss 
them at staff meetings. How this dissemination can best be handled depends on 
jail size and routines, but it ha~ to be done. 

Jail administrators should avoid the problems which arise when deciding 
who signs what. The important thing is that orders and directives do actually 
exist. However, as a general rule, policy directives, including changes in pol
icy, should be signed by the jail administrator. Procedures, rules, and 
regulations-which tend to implement policy-may be in the form of orders 
and directives signed by staff members in lower positions of authority. 

There are so many jail affairs that should be covered by orders or directives 
that it is impractical to list them here. Moreover, the level and intensity of jail 
activity vary widely as betweenjails. However, the following suggests a format 
that would be effective. 
Purpose. The reason for issuing the order should be stated as· a preface to 
understanding its content. 
Other orders affected. If other jail orders are involved or affected in some way, 
they should be listed. 
Explana tion. In addition to listing the purpose of the order, the reason for 
issuing it should be explained. 
Action required. The order should specify briefly, but in as much detail as 
necessary, what action is required and who is to take it. Since this is the "do 
it" and "how to" section, it should be written with extreme care. 

Cancellation date. This heading should tell how long the order will be in effect; 
e.g., "indefinitely," "until action required is completed," or a specific date. 

Distribution. List, by classes of employees, those to whom the order is to be 
distributed. ' 

Staff Meetings 
Staff meetings can be a help in administering jail affairs, especially in com

municating on a group basis. They should be held regularly, perhaps every two 
weeks, to review past and future activities. 

It is important that communication be two-way. The administrator should 
encourage his staff to participate in discussion rather than merely listen to him. 

Jail administrators should not overlook the use of staff meetings as an effec
tive device for communicating on a group basis. There is no better way for 
spreading the word. This is especially true in larger jails having many em
ployees, where the ordinary course of events requires that jail policies, proce
dures, rules, and regulations be in writing. The jail administrator in medium
size and large jails ought to have something to say to the employees on a 
regular basis as frequently as every two weeks. On the other hand, staff meet
ings are expensive when salary dollars of those present are added up, and the 
meeting should be businesslike arid geared to produce a specific effect even if 
that effect Xin large jails) is no more than to let the employees on the third shift 
see what the Jail Administrator looks like. 
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Post Ord;ers 
Post orders are an essential means of controlling jail activities, especially 

time schedules, afd should be prepared for all jail jobs that handle prisoner 
movement and control and otherwise supervise inmate activities. 

Post orders should be written with extreme care. They should distinguish 
between those duties which must be performed as stated without change and 
those which allow same latitude for individual employee judgment and discre-
tion. I 

Post orders tell an employee on a particular job-usually dealing with cus
tody and security-what he is supposed to do and when. Post orders are 
especially important in thosy jobs covered by jail officers, since these em
ployees rotate from job to job and. shift to shift. Post orders are essential to 
controlling jail activitiec since an officer can cover a post he has never worked 
before after a few minutes of reading and do it effectively and efficiently. 

Since institution life is necessarily scheduled and otherwise clock-oriented, 
post' orders usually emphasize times-when to awaken the kitchen workers, 
when to release those attending school, when to count inmates, etc. This is 
demonstrated in the sample that follows. 

A word of caution about preparing post orders: they need to be drafted 
carefully to distinguish between those things which the officer call1lot do dif
ferently or at another time and those in which he might be allowed a certain 
degree of personal judgment. For example, a flesh count at 6 a.m. means 
exactly that and the employee has to know it means fI "f:esh" count :md must 
not be made at 6:00 or 6:20. On the other hand, "10:00 p.m. Lights out. Tum 
TV Off." can mean, and has created, -tro,uble when a ballgame was on, there 
were minutes left to play, and the'score was tied. 

In. this case, turning the lights out and the TV off at 10: 15 p.m. is not in the 
least objectionable, and post 'orders should plainly allow discretion in such 
instances. At the beginning of this chapter it was mentioned that the jail ad
ministrator should maintain strict control over those things that count and let 
go of those things that do not. This philosophy should be observed carefully in 
drafting post orders which allow the employee to think. 

With some jails having dozens of posts and with 4,000 jails, it is impossible to 
do more than suggest what a post order might look like. The following post 
order for housing unit, drafted at the Worcester (Massachusetts) County Jail 
and House of Correction, may be used as a guide. (Note the instruction that 
even a housing unit officer should assume counsellor responsibilities, and the 
discretion permitted inmates as to which evening activities they will choose.) 

POST NO. 3A~ECOND smFT 
2 :45 PM -Officer reports to block for du ty. Consults with the officer he is 
relieving. Checks the inmate count with officer he is relieving. If count is off, 
BOTH officers report to the supervisors of their respective shifts; none of 
these four leave .premises until the matter is ironed out. 

'3:00 PM-Supervision .of inmates .returning from visits, to include proper 
search for contraqand and proper counting techniques to assure that all who 
left for a visit do return to the block when the visiting period is over. Supervi· 
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sion of inmates leaving block for visit, to include a search to determine that 
inmate has nothing on his person other than jail clothing. 

4:45 PM-Inmate Recall. Take wing count (informal). Determine that all are 
back in block or otherwise accounted for and preparing for evening meal. 

5:00 PM-Evening Meal. Same procedure as morning meal. 

5:30 PM-All inmate personnel except on-duty kitchen help return to rooms 
for the count. 

5:45 PM-Free time in block. Block officer to maintain constant patrol of the 
entire block during this period. This time of day will be useful to both officer 
and administration in learning of inmate problems and unrest. Listen to the 
inmate, learn what his problems are and if you can solve them, do so. If you are 
unable to handle the problem, tell the inmate so, and refer him to somebody 
Who may be able to help him. 

Jail Emergencies 
Jail administrators must develop plans for use in emergency situations 

-escape, riot or disturbance, fire, natural disaster (tornado or flood), loss of 
utilities-and be certain that jail employees, particularly supervisors, on all 
shifts are familiar with steps to be taken in such situations. Emergency plans 
are required by law in most jurisdictions. 

Emergencies occur even in the best of jails, and employees have to know 
what to do under the circumstances. Escapes, the most common emergency, 
can range from the minor (an inmate fails to return from a work release pro
gram) to the major (dramatic escape by dangerous prisoners). Fire is less 
common but is an ever-present danger. If the jail administrator and his staff are 
successful in getting the inmates and employees out without injury or death, it 
can be said the fire emergency plan is' a good one. Jails seemingly are less 
involved in natural disasters (Not many have been built in flood plains!), but 
they can occur. The essential element of a disaster plan is evacuation, and this 
can be an adaptation of the procedures developed.for use in case of fire. 

Loss of electric power or other utility services can occur, especially in bad 
weather, and the essential element in such cases is to develop other ways of 
keeping the jail in operation. Primary among these alternatives are mainte
nance of jail security and provision of needed services, particularly food and 
medical attention. For example, how do you feed prisoners or X-ray a possibly 
fractured arm when electricity is gone, the electric jail locking system is out, 
and the electric griddles, ovens, and X-ray machine are not working? 

Because emergency plans depend so much on local factors such as individual 
jail design, plans for riot or disturbance control have to be custom tailored. 
Perhaps the most important factor in such plans is that it may be necessary to 
use firearms or assault-type weapons in regaining control and perhaps rescuing 
hostages. The jail administrator must isslleprecise instructions concerning the 
use offirearms or assault-type weapons, for this is one responsibility he must 
never delegate.··. 

Jail plans for emergencies can be as elaborate or as simple as local conditions 
warrant. They are discussed in detail in the handbook on security. 
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Inmate Medical Emergencies 
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Jail administrators must estabiish policies and procedures to cover inmate 
medical emergencies which exist when the inmate arrives, occur during a stay 
at the jail, or happen away from the jail during an authorized absence such as a 
court appearance or work release. 

All actions taken with respect to medical emergencies must be documented, 
including the taking of photographs if indicated. 

Affecting health and even life, medical care is perhaps the most vital service 
provided by the jail. This is something the jail administrator cannot ignore. 

Specifics concerning medical care and services are contained in the compan
ion to this handbook which deals with security and services. Jail administrators 
should study these handbooks carefully and see to it that the necessary policies 
and procedures are in effect to cover emergencies regardless of where the 
inmate happens to be at the time. An essential policy is to record all events and 
document all actions. Documentation should include taking of photographs 
when appropriate, such as photographing injuries existing at the time an inmate 
is received at the jail. 

Even the smallest of jails should observe these standards. There is no need 
for the documentation to be especially elaborate. 

Inmate Deaths 
Deaths of inmates, whether due to natural causes or to accident, murder, or 

suicide, must be handled in strict accordance with local laws. 
The best way to prevent inmate deaths is to insure that inmates receive 

prompt medical attention and that employees are trained to be alert to, and able 
to handle, other emergencies. 
, When inmate deaths occur, the jail administrator must observe all pertinent 
laws to the letter and allow appropriate investigating authorities to have full 
access to all of the facts sun'ounding the incident. 

The administrator can take several steps to reduce the likelihood of inmate 
deaths. Inmates should be medically examined as soon as possible after arrival 
a.rld otherwise receive prompt medical attention whenever required. The 
number of deaths from accidental causes can be practically eliminated by a 
vigorous safety program involving the use of protective clothing and other 
safety aids and by thorough instruction of all those engaging in any jail activity 
which has a safety hazard. 

Murder and suicide are best prevented by a system of inmate classification 
which will tend to identify those likely to be victims or assaultive aggressors 
and those who may be suicide-prone. Additionally, all staff involved in super
vising inmates must be well trained in effective supervisory techniques and in 
handling emergencies when they occur. (See Chapter 7, Incident #11 telling 
how a suicide was prevented.) With the help of local psychiatrists, jail training 
programs should include instruction in identifying the suicide-prone. Large 
jails should develop and use suicide "profiles" which alert employees to warn
ing signs. This is one case-perhaps the only one-when other inmates can 
help in supervising other inmates. Some jails have had great success in using 
reliable and emotionally stable inmates to "keep an eye" on those thought to 
be suicidal. 

II 
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Since inmate deaths invariably attract public attention, the jail administrator 
should be scrupulous in providing news media with prompt and accurate in
formation regarding all such incidents. The sure way to make such incidents 
seem worse than they are is to attempt to conceal or cover them up. 

Employee Medical Emergencies and Deaths 
Jail administrators have a responsibility for the health and safety of em

ployees during duty hours. The primary responsibility is to insure that jail 
conditions are sanitary and safe, and that employees are sufficiently trained to 
handle their duties in emergencies with maximum safety to themselves. 

Jail administrators should assume responsibility for providing employees 
and their families with benefits in the event of sickness, accidental injury, or 
death including coverage if the employee is on duty but out of the jurisdiction. 
If such benefits are not provided by the governmental unit to which the jail is 
attached, it may be possible to arrange insurance-type coverage on a group 
basis through commercial firms. 

Working conditions that are safe and present the minimum in hazard and 
potential for harm are significant factors in employee morale. The" danger" or 
"harm" potential also affects the jail's ability to recruit and keep well-qualified 
personnel. Aside from seeing to it that the physical conditions of the jail and its 
equipment are safe, perhaps the best thing ajail administrator can do is to make 
sure his employees are well trained and able to handle themselves well, espe
cially in emergencies. 

As suggested in Chapter 2, if the responsible governmental unit does not 
provide employees with health and accident insurance, the jail administrator 
can probably arrange for it. Commercial insurance firms provide accident and 
health coverage to jail employees, and advantageous premium rates can be 
secured jf this is handled on a group basis. 

Inspection of Jails 
Efficient and effective jail operations ar~ assured only when the facility is 

regularly inspected, formally and informally, particularly with regard to se
curity, safety and sanitation, and programs and activities. 

Small jails which do not have staff members assigned specific inspection 
responsibilities should rely on units of local government for the needed exper
tise. 

The jail administrator himself should regularly inspect the jail. Even though 
his inspections are informal, they should cover aU aspects of jail operations on 
all shifts. 

The jail administrator must establish a firm policy that all aspects of jail 
operations and activities are to be inspected regularly, and he must see to it 
that procedures are in effect to carry ouUhis policy. Some inspections should 
be formal, scheduled at a predetermined time and resulting in a written docu
ment. Others can be informal, amounting to a walk-through such as a tour 
through the kitchen and dining room or a sit-in, such as observing an educa
tional class or counselling session. 

In small jails, the jail administrator himself can handle both kinds of inspec
tions. But, since he can hardly be' an expert in all matters, he should have the 
jail inspected'periodically by an expert in matters such as safety, sanitation, 
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and food service. (See companion handbooks on sanitation and food service.) 
In larger jails, individual employees should be assigned specific inspection 

responsibilities which come either as part of the job (for example, safety in
spections by the safety officer) or are assigned as additional duties (the evening 
shift supervisor is responsible for inspecting the kitchen after closing). 

Regardless of jail size, the administrator himself should make frequent in
spections not only so that he can learn what is going on but so that the em
ployees know that he cares. These inspections should cover all shifts. It is an 
educational experience for all concerned when, at 2:00 a.m., the jail adminis
trator steps into an area to find an employee who is supposedly patrolling but is 
actually sitting with his feet propped up, reading a book. It is also uncovering a 
break in security procedures. 

When inspections are formal and result in a written report, the most useful' 
are those which are brief and very much to the point. The following sample of a 
maintenance inspection report, reproduced from the Jailer Training Course*, 
can be used as a guide for any type of inspection. Notice that the report 
contains provision for follow-up, which insures that it is not just another piece 
of paper ending up in the fIles. 

Location or 
Equipment 

North floors (1-5) 
Fire escape 

Connector 
• Treads 

Hand rail 
Left section 

Ce'liblock 1 
Tier 1 

Closet 
Water taps 

Cell doors 
Cell bars 

Cell plumbing 
Floor 
Lighting 

Maintenance Report 

Physical Plant Survey 

Condition 

corroded 
rust 
rust 
inoperable 

OK 

Repair Needed 

replacement 
paint 
paint 
scrape, oil 

leaking replace HW washer 
14 door sticking check channels 
tapped-no evidence 
of tampering 
all OK 
NW corner slippery remove oil stain 
no dark corners 
bulbs replaced as 
needed 

Date Repairs 
Completed 

*The Jail: lis Operatioll alld Mallagemeltt (U.S. Bureau of Prisons, 1970), pp. 149. 
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Location or 
Equipment 

Tier stairs 

Windows 
Fire extinguishers 

Condition 

crear of obstructions 
no dark spots, tread 
firm, no slippery 
spots 
clean and operable 
inspected and filled 
as schedUled 

Copies: Inspection file 
Maintenance Supervisor 

Inmate Handling and Control 

Repair Needed 
Date Repairs 

Completed 

Submitted: John Baird 
Chairman, Inspection 

Committee 
June 1,1970 

Much of the tone and atmosphere of the jail is set by the way in which 
inmates are handled and controlled. Jail administrators, therefore, must estab
lish policies, procedures, rules, and regulations which assure that inmate han
dling and control are consistent with the objectives established for the jail. 

Companion handbooks to this publication contain specifics regarding inmate 
handling and control. As a minimum, the jail administrator must deal with 
these matters: 
• Receiving and discharging inmates 

• Inmate personal property 
• Inmate appearance: clo.thing, haircuts, bathing, laundry 

• Inmate conduct and discipline 

• Daily jail schedule 
• Inmate hygiene, health, and medical care . . 
• Classification of inmates: correctional needs as well as custody 

• Inmate grievance procedures 
• Jail shakedowns for contraband-the jail building as well as the inmate 

• Use of force against inmates by jail employees 
The jail administrator's ability to estalJlish clear policies regarding the han

dling and control of inmates will determine the kind of a jail he heads. The 
essential aspects of this phase of jail operations have been listed above, and 
specifics concerning each can be found in the companion handbooks dealing 
with correctional programs, jail security and legal rights. 

Inmate Rights, Privileges, and Allowances 
Jail administrators must establish policies, procedures, rules, and regula

tions regarding those aspects of jail life to which the inmate may be entitled as a 
matter of right or which he may receive as a privilege or an allowance. 

The companion handbook on inmate legal rights deals With specifics con
cerning entitlements and should be studied and followed carefully. Jail ad
ministrators should be liberal in the extreme in granting inmate rights, not 
because the law says so but because' a liberal approach reduces, rather than 
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increases, jail problems and tensions and otherwise assists in achieving correc
tional objeetives. Especially important are the entitlements which help the 
inmate maintain contact with the community (mail, visits, use of telephone) 
and those which help in straightening out his legal problems (access to attor
neys, prosecutors, and the courts). 

The inmate should be permitted the maximum in privileges and allowances 
to assist him in maintaining his person and personal dignity and to help solve 
the age-old jail problem-doing time with nothing to do. Only the most press
ing custodial and security considerations should prevent an inmate from receiv
ing those privileges and allowances which permit him to maintain his person 
and personal dignity (toilet articles, physical aids such as eyeglasses, dentures, 
prosthetic appliances) and to make his stay in jail a "busy" time with full 
access to programs and activities. 

Inmate entitlements, particularly those having a basis in law, should never 
be withdrawn, regardless of the jail status of an individual prisoner. However, 
it is appropriate and proper to grant privileges and allowances in accordance 
with the inmate's ability to use them wisely and to advantage. Distinction can 
and should be made between those in the general jail population, those in 
disciplinary or special restraint status, and those classified as special prisoners. 
Such judgments, however, should be made on an individual basis, and denial or 
withdrawal of privileges and allowances should generally be approved only by 
the jail administrator himself (in large jails, other staff members serving at the 
executive level may be delegated such authority), 

No jail administrator should permit inmates to have money in their posses
sion but he should devise a suitable scheme to allow inmates to purchase 
appropriate items which the jail does not provide-candy, soft drinks, deodor
ant~, etc. (See the chapters on the commissary in the handbook's on food 
services and programs for inmates.) Even the smallest of jails can permit 
inmates to have "specialty" items by arranging purchase with local stores or 
by permitting such items to be delivered by family members, relatives, or 
friends. 

Jail administrators are urged to study carefully the companion handbook 
dealing with inmate legal rights, which was prepared with great care not only to 
satisfy decisions of the courts, including the Supreme Court, but to keep the 
jail administrator out of trouble. The present handbook suggests the jail ad
ministrator be liberal in the extreme in granting inmate rights if for no other 
reason than doing so will ma~~l his job easier and permit him to concentrate on 
achieving established jail objective'i. 

The same philosophy applies to permitting the inmates to have the maximum 
in privileges (for example, access to recreation) and allowances (such as toilet 
articles). Especially important are those items which contribute to inmate 
hygiene and personal care which are not supplied by the jail. 

While inmate rights should never be violated regardless of reason or jail 
status, the jail administrator can properly use withdrawal of privileges and 
certain allowances for those in disciplinary or special restraint status and for 
some special prisoners such as the suicide-prone. Some jail administrators 
have had success in using privilege withdrawal as a means of communicating 
with an inmate who cannot be "talked to" or otherwise reached in a normal 
manrier. While such withdrawal still has its punishment aspect, an action taken 
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in this way has its positive, rather than negative, in~e?t. Ex~~Pt in I~~~e jaii;' 

::¥.(~t~Er~r~~t~:I~:':~~fr~~~7 i::~~~:~~::~:ilP.~:~:~~~ 
up a simple system of accounting whereby ~ash IS hdeposl~h I~ ~hFse~~o~~t 
account from which the inmate draws for his purc ases. ~ 't d d 

'ble it is better to prohibit the use of cash altogether and perml nee e 

h~~~ to' be brmOuUsght bt etousthede t~i~:~~:~~:t~ef~e~r!~ ~~~~~ t~e~:~~:~h~ ~~~:d~~: 
extreme care 
tion of contraband, " I tatus 

An exception to the foregoing is appropriate for mmates o~ spec~a s d 
such as those on work release who daily need cash for IU11:c ., car are, ~~y 
related expenses. There are also jails which operate mmlmum secu I 
facilities where the cash rule might also be relaxed. 

inmate Activities and Programs 
Ever 'ail administrator should attempt to oper~te the wi?est possible range 

of inm~~ programs and activities, not.o.nly for their correctIOnal value but also 
to combat the traditional idleness of Jails. 

Programs and activities should be aimed at meeting inmate needs. Depend-
. 'ail size to some extent, they should include: . . . . 
I~g J~e~ul and productive work: jail operations and main~e11:ance ac~~t~I~~~~ 
large jails, work in jail industries for payor extra goo -time cre I s, 

release. , 
• On-the-job training and academic ed~.c~tion: training and education away 
from the jail (study release); library faclitttes and study centers. 

• Religious programs and services. 
. TV I' ards games handcraft, art; • Recreation: SedelltOlY, mOVIes, 4' P aytng c, , 

Active, use of gymnasium, recreation.yard, or other space. 

• Counselling, psychological, and psychiatric aid. 

• Community support activities. 
For specifics on inmate progr~ms, jail administrators should refer to the 

companion handbook on thIS subject. 

Public Relations h 
The 'ail ublic relations program-or the lack of such? pro~ram-has muc 

to do ~ithPefficient and effective jail operations, especially m the amount of 

community support received. f h 
Public relations is defined as any contact with any segment? t e commU-

nity regardless of whether jail-originated. It inclu~es con(~)ct W.lt!~ (a) tht~ net~~ 
med'ia-radio newspapers, television, magazmes; vlslors. s 
institution-v'isitors to inmates, official vis~t~rs such as prosecut~~n~;~~sd!~~ 
or unofficial visitors suc.h .as memb:rs 10~ clvl~1 gr~~fa~t:~t~{~~ public by jail 
perform services at the Jatl. It also mc u es a c db' '1 staff off the 
employees-telephone inquiries and even the contacts ma e Y Jal 

job. . 
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Contacts with news media, particularly those at the local level. should be 
made through olle jail spokesman alld must be forthright, open, and-above 
all-honest. Jail administrators should initiate the contacts with news media, 
particularly when serious jail incidents occur, and be certain they report all 
facts and answer all questions, never giving vague responses or "no com
ment." When news media seem to be hostile or antagonistic towards the jail, 
the administrator should avail himself of other means of carrying his message 
to the public such as appearances before church and civic groups. 

The jail administrator who is efficient and effective in managing and operat
ing his jail has little to fear from permitting news media to have access to 
inmates and vice versa. Inmates, of course, will have a different viewpoint, 
and not all such contacts will truthfully represent whatever situation may be at 
issue. However, the public can be trusted to make the correct judgment when 
it knows what the jail is really like and what goes on there. 

The presence of news media representatives in the immediate area of any 
serious jail incident such as a riot can-and has-served to complicate rather 
than simplifY the jail administrator's attempt to retain and regain control. Jail 
administrators therefore should be firm and unyielding in denying news media 
presence whenever such presence would serve to inflame conditions, prolong 
the duration of the incident, or oth~rwise complicate matters. When such 
denial is necessary, news media representatives should be assembled in one 
location and, through one selected jail spokesman, provided with a constant 
flow of factual information for the duration. 

The important thing for the jail administrator to understand is that public 
relations is much more than dealing with newspapers, radio, and television. In 
truth, public relations is everything that the jail does, or its employees do, and 
it makes little difference whether it happens at or away from the jail. Little 
tllings add up. 

The jail administrator will have to struggle to overcome the impressions 
created by the gum-chewing receptionist, the gruff manners of the person 
answering the phone, and the apparent disinterest on the part of those supervis
ing jail visitors. Many other such impressions, taken together, convey the 
notion that the jail staff do not care how they appear to others. 

Training programs should emphasize that what the jail employees do off the 
job, is in SDme ways more important in its effect on public relations than what 
they do when on duty. The employee who does not pay his bills, who squab
bles with his neighbors, who is hailed into court because of domestic difficul
ties, or who otherwise fails to measure up to general expectations, is branding 
more than himself-he is branding the jail. People will naturally wonder what 
such an individual will do on the job when shut off from public view if he 
behaves in this way out in the open. 

It is essential that contacts with the news media be handled by one-and 
only one-spokesman for the jail. He must be a man who knows the jail 
operation completely and understands the media. It is inevitable that some jail 
administrators, no matter how hard they try, will encounter antagonism from a 
newspaper or a radio or television station. When this happens, the jail adminis
trator should keep on trying and meanwhile use other means of carrying his 
message to the public-through appearances before church and civic groups, 
and at area schools, colleges, and universities. 

L 

J 
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An important question in these times (1974) is whether inmates should be 
allowed to have access to news media representatives and vice versa. The jail 
administrator may be rt<quired by law to permit such access readily and freely, 
so long as the rights of the individual inmate and the security of the jail are not 
placed in jeopardy, but this requirement may change with the times. The 
inmate who is denied access to a newspaperman need only wait until his 
discharge and he then can vent his complaints without restraint. The news
paperman denied access to an inmate who has indicated his willingness to be 
interviewed will only wonder what is being concealed. Again, the jail adminis
trator who runs a good jail and who is really trying has nothing to fear. 

There are, however, two occasions when the jail administrator properly can 
limit his contact with news media representatives. First, if something occurs 
which may place the jail or one of its employees in a position of liability, 
comments should be made only on the advice of counsel. Second, when a 
serious jail incident is under way, it is essential that news media representa
tives be permitted no access to troubled areas. Newsmen can be assembled at 
one point away from the scene and given a complete and factual account of 
what is going on. 

The commission that investigated the riot at Attica prison had this to say 
about contacts with the media in an emergency situation: 
The presence of television cameras and the press has a tendency to encourage rhetoric 
rather than serious concessions. The Commission believes strongly that prisons must be 
subject to continuous public scrutiny and that the press has a vital role to play in 
exposing inhumane conditions. But settlement negotiations during an uprising are not the 
occasion to exercise that function. To maximize chances of agreement, negotiations 
must be conducted privately without the presence of the press, but with appropriate 
briefings to the press. 

The commission indicated clearly why negotiations are made difficult by the 
presence of reporters or camera men: 

Prisons have traditiominy been off limits to'the press. The admission of newsmen and 
television cameras to the yard not only provided inmates with an unparal\eled opportu
nity to tell the public about prison conditions but gave them a sense of importance, 
dignity, and power. Inmates realized that they could command national attention only as 
long as they kept the hostages, and that once the uprising ended, they would return to the 
status of forgotten men, subject to aU the humiliations of prison life. That feeling, cou
pled with their fear or reprisals and mistrust of the state, made it almost impossible to 
persuade them to give up the limelight and return to anonymity.* 

Working Relationships with Other Community Agencies 
Few jails can provide all services needed by inmates, andjail administrators 

should make a positive effort to establish working relationships with both 
public and private community agencies that are able to provide such services. 

As a matter of efficiency and economy, it may be questioned whether any 
jail should try to provide the needed services. Too many such services must be 
provided by professionals, who are typically in short supply and therefore 
working with agencies that concentrate on their particular field. 

+Attica: Tire Official Report oftlte Nell' York Special Commission 0/1 Attica (New York: Bantam 
Books, 1972), pp. 211·12 lind 213. 
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Th~ jail administ~ator mus~ se~ up close working relationships with all public 
or prIvate .commumty agencIes If adequate services are to be made available 
Such a:rangeI?ents will help his budget too. Why pay an employee to d~ 
somethmg ~~lch someone from another agency can do better and often at no 
cost to the JaIl? 

.. i"0rk:~g relati~nsh.ips can also be established to provide services which the 
~a\ ~o~h .not ordm~nly be expected to supply. For example, the Cook County 
~~~ 1.0 I Icago ~umlsh~s of~ce space for the county welfare department and 

.IS IS a. s? true !n. Shenff MIchael Canlis' jail in San Joaquin County Califor
~Ja. Ad Jall admInistrator has no legal responsibility for the care of 'inmates' 
epen e~ts. But When he can make arrangements which take care of depen

~entbs .he I.S much furt~e: ahead ~n managing and operating ajail so that it meets 
ISO ~echves of provldmg servIces needed by inmates. 
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Chapter 4. 
Management of the Jail 

In Chapter 1 it was pointed out that jails in the United States are big busi$e~4 
Total operating costs for the fiscal year preceding the 1970 census were 3 t 
million and there were nearly 29,000 full-time employe~s. ~.1though ~urren.
year d~ta are not available. they would undoubtedly be slgmficantly higher, In 

view of the increase in the cost of government at all. le~e~s. ., . 
There is of course a wide variation in costs of mdlvldual JaIls. Many an 

administrator feels he is expected to run his jail on a shoestring. But, regar.dl~s.~ 
of the size of his budget, the public expects him to do mo!,e than to. run hIs ~a1 
by the se'at of his pants. The purpose of this chapter is to .glve some mformatlOn 
about management techniques v:-hich will p:elp the ad~i~lstrator to meet expec
tations as to effective and efficient operatIOn of the JaIl. 

Essentials of Management . 
The effective manager has certain qualities w.hich allow him to understand a 

situation, among them: . d 
• Perceptiveness-an understandin~ of,:vhat is actually gomg on as compare 
with what is supposed to be happemng, 
• Discernment-knowing the difference. 

Management requires: .' d 
• Analysis-examination of the SItuatIon, determination of the facts, an 
selection of alternatives for action. 
• Decision-deciding between alternatives. 

• Action-acting on the decisions made. 
Management as a skill is difficult to describe. It is much ~asier to. say what 

makes a good craftsman because, among other things, hIS techmques and 
results are visible and can be judged. The manager, howev~r, ~oes not use 
tools or his hands as such, and he does not produce anythmg h~e a neatl.y 
soldered, l;;ak-proof plumbing fitting. This section atter:'~t to o~~hne what IS 
involved iii the skill of management in the hope that the Jail. adml.n~strator may 
find some clues which will help in his difficult ~ob of ru~nmg a Jad. . . 

A prime characteristic of the skillful manager IS perceptiveness, the ablhty to 
see that what is actually going on may not be what is supposed to be happ~ntng. 
Too many jail administrators find that things have gone astray ,:"hen It IS ~oo 
late (as alter a serious incident has occurred) or at the wrong time (as w en 
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escorting an influential legislator through the jail). Perhaps the best advice the 
jail administrator can follow is the motto of James V. Bennett, former director 
of the federal Bureau of Prisons. He constantly urged his wardens to "see and 
be seen." The jail administrator is urged to do likewise. 

A second element in the skill of management is that of discernment, which is 
the ability to see how what is going on falls short of what is supposed to be 
happening. Teachers are supposed to be conducting educational classes, and 
they do. But are the inmates learning anything? Job placement officers are 
supposed to be finding jobs for inmates, and they do. But how many inmates 
stay on the job longer than a week? Discernment permits the jail administrator 
to look into, and behind, everything that is going on to make sure that the 
desired objectives are being reached. 

Management cannot be effective without analysis-examining the situation 
closely, determining the facts, identifying possible alternatives for action to 
improve matters. Food costs have been soaring, but inmates still complain. 
Why? Is it the quality of the food being purchased? The way it is cooked? The 
way it is served? How can conditions be improved? Analysis requires that the 
jail administrator ask questions, many questions. And then he asks more ques
tions about the first answers until all the facts are known. 

Decision-making is perhaps the most difficult part of management. At times 
the easiest course of action is not the best. Again, the best course of action is 
not always the cheapest. The jail administrator wants to start a counselling 
program, but he can't get the needed position approved. Can a jail officer job 
be converted to a counsellor position without hurting security? Will the pres
ence of a counsellor who can help handle inmate problems and problem in
mates offset the reduction in the security staff? Perhaps all jail officers could be 
given counsellor training, thus killing two birds with one stone. The last alter
native seems to offer the least risk. The process just described suggests the 
kinds of trade-offs the jail administrator must make in pursuing his objectives. 

Once the difficult step of making a decision is taken, action must follow. 
There is something about the need to act that stops some administrators cold. 
Perhaps they are wedded to tradition, or they fear taking a risk. However this 
may be, the time comes when the jail administrator must display the courage to 
take the lead and start the action toward completion. 

Essentials of Supervision 
Effective supervision requires an understanding and recognition of the result 

desired and insight into the type of action needed to bring it about. Insight, in 
turn, requires that the supervisor have both sympathy and empathy. 

In addition to his responsibility for total management of the jail, the adminis
trator is also responsible for directly supervising one or more phases of the 
operation. Even in a large jail, he is responsibl&"for supervising the perfor
mance of those at the middle management level. In the small jail, he is directly 
responsible for supervising everything. 

The effective supervisor must have an understanding of the result desired 
and some insight into the kind of actions needed to bring that result about. For 
example, in Chapter 2, it was suggested that the training offic.er work directly 
under the supervision of the jail administrator. As a supervisor, the jail ad-
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ministrator has to have some understanding of what the training program is to 
accomplish; that is, what results are to be expected from a personnel training 
program. He must also have some insight into what needs to be done to 
achieve the results desired. The training officer, working in a more limited 
sphere, may not have realized that the jail inmate population is getting younger 
all the time and probablY more impulsive and less reliable. If the training given 
jail employees is still geared to handling the old inmate types-drunks, for 
example-the training is no longer appropriate. If the jail administrator as a 
supervisor is not alert to this sort of thing, he is headed for trouble. 

Two qualities generally are essential for the effective supervisor: sympathy 
and empathy. The sympathy mentioned here is not the "feel sorry" kind. 
Rather, it is a "feeling" for the situation-the ability to judge intuitively when 
things are right or wrong. Empathy is the ability to project oneself directly into 
a situation and understand both the situation and the individual directly re-
sponsible. 

Understanding and insight, sympathy and empathy are the qualities that 
make an effective supervisor. More details are given in the companion hand
book on services for inmates, food programs, and security. 

Jail Records and Accounts 
The jail administrator cannot be efficient and effective ill managing his jail 

without information from jail records. This information is necessary to: 
• Meet statutory requirements imposed by local or state governments. 

• Serve as a basis in preparing budgets. 
It Serve as a basis for reports on individuals as well as the total jail population. 

• Evaluate jail operations and measure effectiveness of programs and opera

tions. 
• Accumulate information for planning and making needed changes. 

Even the small jail should maintain .two kinds of records: 
• Management records-personnel, payroll, general'administrative activities, 
and jail operations, including even such incidentals as the recharging of fire 

f!xtinguishers. 
• Program records-information regarding jail correctional programs and in-

mate activities. 
These records permit the jail administrator to ~btain information needed for: 

• Jail management, from the documents and forms designed to meet func
tional needs such as payroll, cost accounting, inventories, etc. 
• Correctional program administration, from records which follow the inmate 
from admission to discharge. 

Jail administrators should give special attention to fiscal records not only 
because they account for the expenditure of the public dollar but because cost 
information is vital to the management processes involved in planning and 

evaluating. 
Records and accounts are often the most neglected feature of a jail opera-

tion. In many jails, the kind of records maintained are not particularly hdpful 
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to the jail administrator. Many forms now in use are difficult to handle and hard 
to fil.1 out. :?e poor quality of paper makes preservation difficult. 

Jail admlmstrators are. urged t~ give some attention as to the purposes of 
re~ords a.nd ~eek profeSSional assistance in designing a records system which 
Will provide I11formatio~ to meet these purposes. This is not a situation which 
can b~ ~orrected overmght. Meanwhile the jail administrator should keep a log 
conta~m?g two t~pes of entries: (1) records and reports coming to his desk that 
contam tnformatt~n he ~ever uses; (2) information needs that cannot be met 
f:om any records lmm~dIately ~vailable. A log of this kind kept for a period of 
~lX n:on.ths t? a year ":'111 sur~.nse the jail administrator and give him consider
able I11slght mto the kmd of ihformation he does not need and the kind that h 
needs but doesn't get. e 

The jail admin.istrator should also check on the amount of time jail em
ployees spend filltng out~o:ms and records. He may be surprised to find that as 
much. as 2~ cents of the JaIl salary dollar is spent paying people to spend time 
sh.u~flmg pieces of ?aper. Paper shuffling may be the most expensive activity in 
a J~II. .If the handlmg of paper and the filling out of forms contributes to jail 
obJ~ctlves and purposes, well and good. If not, the jail administrator can take 
action to free thousands of man-hours for work that will produce a worthwhile 
result. 

Fiscal.records are especially important, since they reflect the expenditure of 
the pu~hc tax dollar. Any jail administrator should be able to account for his 
~xpendltures to the penn~. Mo:e than that, he needs to know what the money 
IS spent f~r .. What food .Item IS the most expensive purchased by any jail? 
Probably It IS ~offee. ThiS suggests that he should look behind the totals be
cause the detaIls can be very meaningful in his management of the jail. 

Jail Reports 

In accounting for .their stewardship of a public trust, jail administrators must 
prepar: reports Which are either statistical (reporting numbers) or narrative 
(reportmg events). 

The administrator must be well aware ofthe purpose of his reports. Reports 
may be: 
• Factual, objective, matter-of-fact descriptions, or 
• Impressionistic accounts which convey feelings, judgments, or opinions. 

A g.ood report is c~ear and understandable; pertinent and to the point; com
plete 10 ~e~vmg ?~thmg out but also brief. Most important, it is accurate. 

If the Jail admlntstrator could talk to everyone to whom he is responsible and 
to every~ne wh? is responsi~le to him, he would never have to write or re~d a 
report. Smce thiS, of course, IS not possible, the first thing the jail administrator 
sh~uld understand about reports is that they are a form of communication 
which .hapRens to .be on paper. This suggests that there is no real magic in 
prepanng an effective report. The jail administrator must know exactly what is 
the pUlllose of the report he is preparing. Among ~~e common purposes of 
reports are these: 
• To meet statutory requirements or regulations. 

• To interpret a situation, policy, or objective, or to explain a procedure. 
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• To inform readers about facts or events. 

• To analyze a situation or an event. 
• To recommend changes, solutions to problems, new plans, different proce-

dures. 
The administrator must also understand that his report should be either facts 

and figures (even if explained) or judgment. A report dealing with facts and 
figures is relatively easy to prepare, so long as the facts and figures satisfy the 
report purpose. Reports which contain judgments or opinions are somewhat 
more difficult because it is harder to keep one's personality out of thent and 

because they tend to become too long. 
Reports prepared by the jail administrator usually go to people like county 

supervisors, who are busy with other things as well as the jail. The best way to 
make sure that a report will not be read is to make it too long. If it has to be 
lengthy to give the required facts, it should have a face sheet with a summary of 
the contents. The summary will Qe read even if the body of the report is not. 

As with jail records and accounts, perhaps the most essential element of 
reports is that they should be accurate. Reports that are inaccurate are inex-

cusable. Finally, bear in mind that any report is a form of communication. If the jail 
administrator will' 'say it on paper" instead of trying to write a composition, he 
will find the report much easier to prepare and more effective in the long run. 

Evaluating Jail hograms and Activities 
The jail administrator must conduct an ongoing evaluation of his programs 

and activities to determine whether their objectives are being achieved and 

what changes may be advisable. 
While every program and activity should be evaluated over time, frequent 

evaluation should be made of those which require large sums of money, many 

people, and much material. 
Evaluat.ions should attempt to answer these questions: 

• What was the intended accomplishment? 

• What was actually accomplished? 

• What methods were used? 
• How did these methods work? 

Evaluations in a jail cover a wide range: people as individuals and groups, 
goals and objectives, operations, and programs. While an evaluation can con
centrate on anyone of these, any formal evaluation must consider all of them, 
since they are closely tied together. For example, a jail vocational training 
program may not be achieving the desired results because the instructor is 
ineffective, because the jail's operating schedule gives too little time, or be
cause training materials and tools are not available in the kind and number 
needed. It is easy to see that evaluations, even if made informally, have to be 
handled with care and with consideration of all possible influences. 

In addition to keeping a close eye on programs and activities that involve 
much money, many people, and a good deal of material, certain events are 
clear Signals to the administrator that evaluati(ln is called for. Among these are 
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changes in attitude and morale of em 10 . 
inmates, o~ inactivity on the part of ~it:ees or Inmates, c.on;plaints by staff or 
grams, growing backlogs of work and fererqgureOnUtPb' ddelaYts hIn Implementing pro-

Th d . . ' u ge s ortages 
any o~ ~I;:;~~!~!~r has many tools available to make evaluations: He can use 

• Accounting and statistics-dollars and numbers 
• Quality control-how well done? . 

• Work measurement-how fast? 
• Procedures analysis-how many steps? 

• On-~it~ examination-inspection survey, investigation. 
StatIstICS have to be used with reat c 

:eports in a given period increases fr~m I toa;e~h~f .the I~mber of .disciplinary 
It IS meaningless. If, however the base n b I~ IS a percent Increase but 
can mean a good deal. Administrators are ~~ e; IS 25, a 100 percent increase 
numbers unless their meaning is unequ' gj e not to accept, and not to use, 

Th . " Ivoca. 
ere IS no best" method of evaluation Th d .. 

performance with the stated objectives of th e a mlmstrator. c~n compare 
accepted standards He rna c e program or actIVIty, or with 
viduals known thro~gh case ~tu~~~a~ the pe;[o~m:nce of groups or of indi
by .a~ administrator in making his jUd~~~~t~ o~ t~ ese Imethfods may be used 
actIvity. e va ue 0 the program or 

Evaluations if well d h . . the basis for 'his compo:~~n a~:srea~ sl~mfi~ance for th~ jail administrator as 
needed changes. They should be sr~ Pd a~nmg, b~dg~tmg, and introducing 
administrator's management of the jaft~r e as an mdlspensable part of the 

Resources on Management 
State departments of corrections and th . . . 

and correctional officers can hel 'th estate trammg academies for police 
with training for middle and uppe/mW1 mana1ement problems, particularly 
the colleges and universities which ~nagement e~els. A~other ?~od source is 

A publication called Develo ill av.~ co~rses m p~b~lc admwistration. 
the School of Publl'c Ad .. p. g COli ectlOllal Admllllstrators, prepared at 

mWlstratlOn University f S th ,. 
account of how actual administrat ' 0 ou .ern.Cah~orma, has an 
joint Commission on Correctionalo~a':{~rate. The pu~h~atL~n, Iss~ed by the 
the American Correctional Associatio/ 4~;[ ~d T~atkmng, IS avallable from 
Maryland, 20740. ,artwlc Road, College Park, 
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Chapter 5. 
Planning and Budgeting 

T . l' as ects of management: planning 
his chapter deals with two otdhefir mad'Jo !ay of systematically analyzing 

. Pl' ning may be e me as a· . t d and budgetmg. an 'fi d b' t'ves and determining who IS 0 0 
the action needed to j'ea~h de lllde ? ~e.c I way of expressing plans in dollars 
what in advancing the actton. Bu. ~etmg ISs: ary to do to reach my goals. How 
and cents. 1 have decided what It IS nece 
much will it cost? 

The Process of Planning . . 
PI . ust be based on a clear definition of goals, accurate mformatton, 

annmg m ent and operational levels. 
and input from both m~nagem b h that these questions can be answered 

To be effective, the plan must e sue 
in the affirmative: 
• Are the objectives clearly stated? 
• Is the plan simple, clear, and understandable? 

• Is it stable but flexible? .' cHon'1 
• Does it set forth an orderlY succe~sion of steps to put It m:o a '1 . 
• Does it include specific standards' or measures of accom~hshment. 

f Y men and materIals? 
• Is it economical as to the use 0 mone, , 

• Does it anticipate the futu.re? . the viewpoint of someone outside 
Planning may require special expertise or . 

the jail. .' h lanning must be based on accurate 
It is hardly necessary to mdlca~e .t at p reason why the reports and records 

information if it is to b: useful. ThiS IS o~~ ~omplete and without errors. To 
mentioned in the prevIous chapter mus e ;stions from all those with major 
add to such information concepts and sug~ Iv both management and staff 

. . '1 't' ecessary to mvo e 
responsibility m the jUl. ,1 IS n I I in the planning process. The latter can 
members at the operat.lOnal.leve, ear y 1'0 osed Ian would work. 
be particularly useful m ~st~mat~ng hO~'~a~e/proce~s. In Chapter 1 the total 

Planning can be a detmle an c.omp I d in connection with regionalization. 
system approach to planning ~as ~I~cuss~her elements of the criminal justice 
Such an approach calls for mVO v~ng 0

1 
d ~ r the jail 

system when major changes are ~emg PI' at~ne th~ help of ~rofessionals in the 
. f th j'ail may reqUire en IS mg I ft Planmng or e, . h Id be hired as consultants on Y a er 

planning field. Individuals or firms s ou 
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their credentials and qualifications have been carefully assessed. A good 
source for advice and counsel is the Professional Assistance Division of the 
National Sheriffs' Association. 

Among the major questions to be asked about a plan, two of the most 
significant concern a clear statement of objectives and specific standards for 
measurement. For example a plan for improving an educational program may 
well set as its goal "to bring a certain number of inmates to a given level of 
educational achievement within a specified period." At the end of that time, it 
is fairly simple to arrange for tests and compare the total number of enrollees 
with those whose tests results were satisfactory. If, on the other hand, the 
objective is stated in such broad generalizations as "reducing crime through 
educating offenders," there will be no way for the administrator to know 
whether the education an offender received injail did actually help to keep him 
out of further trouble. 

Putting the Plan into Effect 

Putting a plan into effect requires an orderly progression of steps, including: 
• Final review of the plan. 
• Gathering of resources needed. 

• When possible, a test run or dress rehearsal. 

• Evaluation of the test run or dress rehearsal. 
• Changing the plan or seeking an alternative, on the basis of the evaluation. 

• A second test run, if required, followed by evaluation and any further 
changes indicated. 

• Final implementation. 
• Periodic review of the plan in progress. 

A good plan can be mangled if the jail administrator does not see to it that an 
orderly process is followed in putting it into effect. A final review should be 
followed by getting together all the resources need. Simply stated, everything 
needed should be secured and ready for use; everybody involved should be 
clued in; whenever possible there ought to be a test run. Then and only then 
should final implementation take place. Everyone concerned should be watch
ing to see how the plan works, and regularly scheduled reviews should be 
conducted by management and operating personnel. 

Winning Support for Change 

Most plans call for changes in some aspect of the institution's operation, and 
bringing about planned change is one of the significant responsibilities of the 
jail administrator. 

The administrator must be aware of why and in what form changes occur. 
He must also realize that almost any change affects the status of some 

individual. He must therefore be able to reassure his staff and secure their 
teamwork and cooperation. If change is resisted by those affected, he has no 
choice but to assert his authority. 

A supreme test of the jail administrator's skill as a manager comes when he 
realizes that a change is not producing the results desired and he must signifi
cantly alter his plan or drop it completely. 
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Changes can be the result of various kinds of events. They may evolve 
slowly, as with changes in the jail's population. Ch,mge may follow an accident 
or an escape incident which shows that preventive or corrective action is 
needed. Or someone in authority, such as a court, may order a change. 

It is important for the administrator to understand that any change contains 
some threatening element to some employees. New work schedules and differ
ent routines disturb the status quo. New duties make it necessary to learn new 
things. Some persons may be promoted as a result of change, while others are 

not. The potential threats posed by change and the disruptions which can result 
may be largely avoided by an orderly process of change. Some key points in 

this process are these: • In the first place, planning should involve as many persons as possible 
among those to be involved. The person who has helped develop a plan is 
much less likely to feel threatened by it, and will realize the advantages that 
will accrue as a result of putting the plan into action. 
• All individuals to be involved in change must be informed in advance ex
actly what the change is to be and when it is to begin. 
• When change is started, there should be a restatement of values and advan-

tages. 
• Those involved should know that the effects of change are being observed to 
see whether the new plan really lives up to expectations. If it does not, the plan 

will be altered. 
When a change that seems to hold great promise does not meet its goals and 

indeed is counterproductive, the jail administrator should have the courage to 
stop it at once. Conversely, when it is obvious that'staff are dragging their feet 
and not really following the planned course, the administrator must assert his 
authority and require compliance. This is an action of last resort after sincere 
efforts have been made to understand

4 

the reasons for noncompliance and 

failure to secure cooperation. 

Budgeting 
Although jail administrators are subject to the requirements of the govern

mental unit to which they are attached in preparing their budgets, they should 
be acquainted with the basic approaches to budgeting and the methods of 
forecasting budget requirements for a single year or for several years in ad-

vance. Whatever type of budget is used, the jail administrator must answer three 
questions: What needs to be done? For whom and why? What will it take in 

money to do what needs to be done? 
The jail administrator is usually required to follow the budgeting procedures 

of the city, county, or other unit to which the jail is attached, and to use forms 
and formats supplied to him. It will help any jail administrator, however, to 
have general understanding of the kinds of budgets that are in use in public 
agencies today and the terminology that goes with them. 

An excellent discussion of budgeting in the training course for jailers pub-
lished by the federal Bureau of Prisons points out that there are three general I 
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~ypes of budgets: line-item, performance an *. 63 
111 use for a century in many govern me t" ~ program .. The t/lle-item budget 
much money is being spent for wh t n a u.~ts emphasizes fiscal control: how 
down further into line-items such a: f~lt~~~IC purpose? Each item is broken 
~raph charges, etc. Projected costs of futu ~ empl~Y7es, telephone and tele
limited to one year, usually the year for w ~e opelatlons are almost always 
The li?e-item budget is characteristically ri~;~h ~he Judget is being prepared. 
pos7 listed and no other. A sheriff rna fi d . '. un s. must spent for the pur
vehicle even though he has not b ~ n It ImpOSSible to buy a new patrol 
and thus has a dollar surplus in ~:n a .e to fll a b.udgeted position for months 

After World War II the H eCPel sona services budget. 
, oover ommissio gov~rnment adopt a modern system of b .n recoI?mended that the federal 

services public agencies perfor d udgetmg which would bring out what 
on the kinds of services provid~da~ at what cost. Pelforlllallce blu/gets focus 
f~r example, one service is the feedi~ a~/g~ncy ~nd the c.ost. of each. In ajail, 
dl~'~c.t and i~direct costs-purchase ~f f:~~~onel~. By brmgmg together all the 
utllttles; mall1tenance' employees . d' equipment needs; storage costs' 
... d ' reqlltre to pu' h ' 
100 ; and other needs for funds-it is . IC ase, prepare, and serve 
perf~rmance budget being built arounl~sslb.l~ to anal,Yze the unit cost. The 
specific costs, it is possible to ask wh I entl table Untts of service and their 
be expanded, and, very im ortant ere costs can be cut, whether they should 
over the next few years. FO~ exam~l~h~\~eVe~ th.e~ can be expected to reach 
costs per man per day to feed' . t' e a mmlstrator knows how much it 
contemplated change in the jail ~~;~I et~' he c~n estimate what the effect of a 
budget. I a Ion or 111 cost of food would have on his 

In the 1960's the Defense De artme budget, then called PPBS Planni p, P nt de.veloped a program-Qriented 
has subsequently been kn~wn' by ~~he~~f:;~~1mll1g-Bu.dgeting-System, which 
~any states have adopted this type of bud y but retams .the basic elements. 
mterest. Program-oriented budg t bget, and 10calul1lts have shown great 

t
. " e s are ased on " 'k " 
IVlttes. These activities may be perforn;ed b ~"c ages of related ac-

agency, For example, Administt"ltion ~ .van.ous departments in any 
budget would show costs of thes; acti~~~d ,\rall1l11¥ ,111 a s~eriffs department 
ment branch of the department Pro . les 111 the Jail and 111 the law enforce
pelformance of public service A sh .~~;m budgets, focus on the results of a 
"Service to the Courts "whi~h h ell s budget might have an activity called 
the ~ourt and what it c~sts, A Iin~-i~:n~ ~~t:he sheriffs department does for 
vehicles, etc., grouped with othe d.

g 
t would mere~y have employees, 

costs. rs un el personal services and operating 

Multi-year financial planning is an . a projection of costs for at le'lst 'th:;1Portant.
p
art of program budgeting, with 

combines features of both the Ilne-iten e y~a;~ m advance. Program budgeting 
cost estimates cannot very easl'l\. be1 an . e dPelformance budget. The dollar 

C t
· Id . . 'J acqlltre except th-o h I' , 

oun mg, enttfYll1g units of serv" . ug me-Item ac-
part of program budgeting. Ice, as m performance budgeting, is also a 

'The Jail' lis 0 ' , perat/O/I CI/lci MCllIllgemelll. (U.S. Bureau of Prisons, 1970), pp, 107-117. 
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Concluding its description, the training course states: 

h b d l' g the line-item and performance budgets 
To summ~rize the th~~~. apr?~ ~~b~~ s~st~~I: ~hich tend to promote a continuation of 
may be vIewed as re a lYe y mel. rs attention on change and the results 
the status quo, wht;rea,s progra~v~~dg~~r~ ~~;~rtant, it gives the administrator a gre~t 
~~~~:~~~ ~~ri~TI~f;~~:~ua:: s~~ftln: ~f available resources-manpower and money-m 
responding to changing needs. 

In December 1973, the Texas Department of Corrections, Resear~h and 
, . , der a rant from the Law Enforcement ASSistance 

Dev~l~pme~t DIvIsion, un am
g 

hlet entitled Jail Operatiolls Cost Ana{ys/s: 
AdmInistratIOn, rrod~C~~: aPtoof to help local jail administrators estimate Jat! 
It3e~~~~~ec~:t~ ~fr:"cev~any small and medium-size jails do not have enough 
~raff' to maintai~ exact cost estimation, the pamphle.t was devel?ped to h~~~ 
admini~~rator~:~~~e~e~~~a~~o~s~~~~~~ ~: t~~e;~~l~~a~i~~~surs~~~o~~~?ct a~ 
:~c~:;e~~:~f this ha~dbook with the permission of the Texas Department 0 

Corrections. 

Chapter 6. 
The Jail Building 

Another handbook in this series discusses in detail the architecture of the 
jail. This chapter will try to help the jail administrator see what his role is with 
respect to the construction or renovation of the jail. 

First of all, the jail administrator must understand clearly that the building is 
only an aid in providing security and correctional services. Regardless of how 
new and well designed, no building will help in achieving the objective of the 
jail unless there are well-trained people to staff it and effective procedures and 
space for carrying out programs. Personnel and methods, not buildings, keep 
inmates from escaping and help them to change their behavior patterns. With 
this clearly in mind, the administrator can stand off and take a hard look at his 
jail. 

Evaluating the Jail Building 
The suitability of any existing building must be evaluated in terms of the 

established objectives and purposes of the jail. 
Contributing factors in the evaluation are: 

• Space for inmate programs and activities, including recreation. 

• Construction that provides flexibility and security, with emphasis on 
single~occupancy quarters, 

• A design that facilitates economy of maintenance and operation. 

• Location in relation to courts, community resources, and areas where qual
ified employees can be recruited. 

• Population to be accommodated: number; distribution (male, female); status 
(sentenced/unsentenced). 

... One of the major mistakes a jail administrator can make is to assume either 
that the old jail is the cause of his difficulties or that a new jail building will 
solve all of his problems. Jail buildings can have a marked effect onjail opera
tions, especially when they do not have space for present-day programs and 
activities. But, at best, a jail building is only an agent in efficient and effective 
jail management. It is people and methods that make the difference. 

Renovation vs. New Construction 

If the evaluation of the existing building indicates that it does not offer the 
requisite space and other elements which make it possible to meet the jail's 
objectives, the planners are faced with the question of whether the building can 
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be salvaged by renovation or must be replaced by new construction. 
Renovation should be considered only when (a) it will make attainment of 

the jail's objectives feasible and (b) it is modest in cost. Ordinarily, renovation 
should not be considered if the cost exceeds 25 percent of the value of the 
building (1101 replacement costs) or if the building is more than 25 years old. 

The question of whether to renovate or to build a new jail is often difficult, 
and the decision can seldom be made by the jail administrator, The decision
makers often find themselves judging the question on the basis of dollars alone. 
Hence the jail administrator will have a hard time justifying new construction 
estimated to cost $4 million when renovation would cost $116 million. 

The criterion that renovation should not be undertaken if it will cost more 
than one-fourth of the vallie of the existing building (/lot what it would cost to 
replace it) or if the building is more than 25 years old is a rule of thumb. 
Obviously, there will be exceptions to this rule. 

The first step in making any decision, and a step which can be taken at no 
cost to the administrator or the sheriff, is to contact the Professionnl Assis
tance Division of the National Sheriffs' Association for advice and assistance. 

Planning for a New Building 
In approaching the need for replacing the jail, the administrator must enlist 

the cooperation of other actors in the criminal justice system and also commu
nity resources such as schools, courts, hospitals in a total system planning 
effort. The possibility of regionalization or specialization should be considered 

carefully. 
Planning must start by producing i:1 writing: 

• A statement of jail objectives and purposes. 
• A plan for operating the jail-for example, how prisoners will be received 
and discharged and how food will be prepared and served, with duty stations 

and personnel requirements indicated, 
• A plan for inmate activities and progr!}.ms, ~uch as school, library, training, 

visits, recreation. 
The Standards Commission has identified some of the elements to be con

sidered in.planning for the institution,* Loc(/tiofl is important. The jail should 
be planned in relation to the areas from which inmates come, areas where it is 
possible to recruit qualified line and professional staff who are compatible in 
racial and ethnic origin with the inmate population, and areas where there are 
community services such as schools, hospitals, and jobs, The jail should be 
planned to support programs for inmates and access to the courts, so that court 
appearances will not require extensive transportation of inmates, The availabii
ity of public transportation is important, so that relatives and friends will not 
have to spend excessive amounts of time and money to visit inmates, 

Size is another important factor. Inmate poplilation should be small enough 
so that security can be provided without excessive I'egimentation, surveillance 
equipment, repressive hardware, or excessive costs of construction or opera-

tion. 

.Nntional Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standatds and Goals, Correctiolls, 1973, p. 357, , 
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~P~l~~s~~~~f~ ~~o~l~n~::~~~n~~i~f~ a ~ot~1 population of OVer 400, 
recreation yard for each housin unit

g
, ~ndlvld~al and ~:oup couns.elling, a 

medical and hospital facilities. gad a Imger faclltty for all mmates, 

Also among space needs are classroom d k ' 
cient parking and office space for ad .. ~,a~ wor shops fo~' ~nmates suffi-
cell service) for the serving of the th~~n~a;f:l;:e~I:~dS, and dmmg areas (not 

PJanning Assistance 
When planning for either a new jail or ext '. . 

administrator should seek to invol~e th ~~lVe lC~ovatlon of the old, the jail 
local civic groups and service agen ' e, pU

h 
IC, particularly representatives of 

A" < cles m t e process 
SSlstance IS available from many publ' " 

no cost, or it 111ay also be obtained f' IC ag~ncles and professional groups at 
speci,aJize in ~orrectional planning. 10m pnvate firnis and individuals who 

It IS especmlly important to involve the bl" .. 
reason than that the public tax dollar will tU 

IC 111 ~~~n1l1g, if for no, ?ther 
may.not be "professional," but the value f ed spent. ,lislstance fro~ citizens 
publIc support cannot be measured in d~lIa vice and mvolveme~t m ter~s of 
trator will therefore plan to hold a r' ars a~d cents,. The wl,se admmis
with his fellow citizens. Public pal'~~i le:tiof me~tmgs to dlsc~ss h~s proposals 
way toward persuadin the su '. p on an un?erstandl,ng Will go a long 
that the expenditure i; for th:eg~~dsols f t(hand voters, ~ a bond Issue is involved) 
A' 0 e communtty, 

s noted earlIer advice and counsel' 'I bl 
the National Sheriffs' Associntio O:~ avat a e at no cost to the sheriff from 
include: < n, er sources of professional assistance 

• Local government-planning boards 

• State government-departments f ' des funded by the Law E f 0 cAorr~cttons, and the state planning agen-
t n orcement sSlstance Administration, 

• Federal government Nat'o I CI . 
and Architecture, Univers<it~ ~~ 1I1~:;~~~~~~e Jor Criminal Justice Planning 
federal Bureau of Prisons Communl'ty S ' e by LE~A), and from the . erVlce representatives. 

EqUipment manufacturers also off, . I' , 
that such services be used with e;, p annmg serVIces, It is recommended 
cOITectional specialists and espe~~~;I;nth'lnd ;ever exc!usively, C~mpetent 
should be involved in th I " , ~ ,a ove-menttoned cleannghouse 
federal funds may not b: ~v~71~1~1~.m the millal stages, Without their support, 

Selecting the Architect 

in ~~~c;:~~~~~h;r~~~~te~~~~erhaps, the most important decision to be made 

struction be started bef~re an ~r~~it~~~~~sbtances slhould renovation or con-
Th '. I " ' ,s een se ected 

e prmclpa cntena to be used in the selection of an ' h't 
: Del11~ns~rated understanding of needs and problems, arc I eet are: 

• Imagmatlve but eC,onomical approach to the solution of problems, 

Past pelformance tn the field of corrections, 
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• The correctional expertise that will be available and utilized by the ar
chitect. 

The architect can be really helpful in defining problems and suggesting solu
tions. That is what he is trained to do. 

Selection of an architect should not depend entirely on his experience in the 
construction of jails. More important is his ability to take full advantage of 
correctional expertise made available to him and translate this advice into 
bricks and mortar. If the architect has previously designed ajail, a visit by the 
jail administrator is in order to see the results and judge the problem-solving 
ability indicated by past performance. 

Information Needed by the Architect 
The architect must be given the written plan, so as to know the objectives 

and purposes, the operating plan, and the inmate programs and services to be 
provided by the building he is about to design. He should also know the 
approximate cost ceiling. 

The architect also needs the guidelines information produced by the Na
tional CleHcingholise for Criminal Justice Planning and Architecture at the 
University of Illinois, Urbana. 

Essential to the production of a good jail design is the clear understanding by 
the architect of what the jail's purpose is, the kind of inmates it will have and 
the programs planned for them, and the general operation of the jail. 

He needs to know how inmates will be fed, how clothing changes will be 
handled, how visiting will be conducted. These are only a few examples of 
routines that go on daily in the jail for which advance planning must be made. 

It is the jaillldministrator's responsibility to see that the architect h<\s this 
information immediately after he is selected, if not before. 

The architect should also have the Guidelines/or the Planning and Design 
of Regional and Community Correctional Centers/or Adults produced at the 
University of Illinois with support from.LEAA, This is a very detailed pUblica
tion, and it is not to be expected that the jail administrator will be thoroughly 
versed in it. He will, however, need to know exactly what planning data the 
Guidelines say should be provided to the architect, and produce them 
promptly in usable form, 

Supervising the Architect 
Regardless of the competence of the architect, close and constant supervi

sion is necessary, especially during the preparation of drawings and specifica
tions, Once the drawings have been prepared, change becomes costly. An 
architect is 100 percent effective when schematics are being proposed; he is 50 
percent effective if he is not consulted until work is in progress; and no more 
than 20 percent useful if work is over half completed. 

Supervision should provide constant flow of communication, with regular 
progress reports. Those involved in the planning process should be present 
when formal presentations are made, keeping in mind how the architect's 
proposal will meet the jail's objectives and solve existing problems. 

No architect can work in a vacuum. The planning staff must be in constant 
and close contact with him, especially during the early stages of the work. This 
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is the best time to avoid costly mistakes 

w~~~tn:~f~o~Otft;:; ~~:~::J:~~~nfogioup is IWhat the building will do, not 
should be avoided. Whether the buiIdin ~ o~er ~ concerned vdth appearance 
less importance than whether it will do gtheooJ'obs 1,ltk~ adco!legedor a factory is of 

Purchase of Equipment 
I IS eSlgne to do. 

fiX~~ a~~~tion to ~tsigni~g the building" the architect generally enumerates both 
'fi ,mova e e~U\pment ,to be mstalled in the new jail and sets forth 

spec,l IcatlOns as to size, capacity, etc, 
Jail plann~r~ should make sure that such equipment is exactl . 

~~~dt~'t that It IS pU,rchased in accordance with prevailing laws and re~u~~i~n~s 
, a .economy IS assured through a process of competitive bidd' ' 

Pnce IS not the only factor in judging e ui me '. mg, 
specifications A vailab Tt f' q , p nt, even If the Item meets all 
important.' I I Y 0 serVice to equipment and of spare parts are very 

Price is always a factor in buyin e' , 
into the'l\' B ~ qUipment, smce the total cost may run 

~eets ~1I ~~e~~~'ati~~;~~~;:~~~~~~fit~O~f~~~:~~~~~rc~:n~et~~ :~:; ~F~~fa~~~ 
~~~i~%~Sn~rsep!~~~~~;~s~UCh more important than any other single aspect of 

m~~~s n;WlY constru~ted jail had a washing machine out of use for almost two 

~s~b~:1na~:!i~r~~i~~~~;~~::;~0~.e~~~h ~~~~?r ~:I~~~:i~~~ :~~~ro~~I~: ~~~~~~~~ 
known b;and is made. n mmutes away was the factory where a nationally 

Opening a New Jail 

Th
The ,opel nding of a new jail requires that orderly procedures be followed 
ese mc u e: ' 

• Training jail employees to operate the new building, 

:1I ~~~~~':hearSt~ISloflthehessential j,ai,l activities, involving a definitive test of 
, par ICU ar y t ose pertammg to security. 

;o~~v~nt gindmate~ in~o the ne:-v facility in an orderly method which insures 
UI y an mamtams secunty. 

So t' . 
. ,~e Ime pnor to moving the inmates into the new building the jail ad 

~I;~S :c~~~~~~~~l~d h~~~ at~~~~~;~~~l:~~d invite the citizenry to ~ee what ha~ 
th Openmg .the r ew jail is only the first step in mflking it an effective agent in 
ad~fo,l~ectlOna pr?cess ~nd in achieving stated goals and objectives. The 
and p~~sn~~~~r ru~,~ l~med~atelY undertake a program of continuing evaluation 

~~~ ~~~~ dstoaratllt~S~r~~~1.sc o~~g~::d~~~~e~~ I:h:~a~~a;~~l~~do r:ift~~~~~r;if~: 
over agam, 
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Chapter 7. 
:Nlanagement Tips 

or 
Don't Let This Happen To You 

The purpose of this chapter is to alert the Jail Administrator to the kinds of 
situations that can result from inadequate training, faulty procedures, improper 
inspections, and a variety of other errors which can occur in ajail or in connec
tion with its operation. These incidents are factual reports of things which have 
occurred, as contributed to the Handbook Committee by numeroUS state jail 

inspectors. 

Incident No. 1 
An inmatc escaped from a large, multi-story new county jail (completed in 

1970) when a female visitor, using a screwdriver from, her purse, removed the 
screWS holding a glass screen in place. Visiting room supervision was on an 
intermittent basis due to temporary shortage of personnel. The screws holding 
the screen in place were supposedly security screws with twist-off heads. They 
were not! Lesson No. I-no one checked,contractor performance to make sure 
he built thejaiJ according to specifications. Lesson No.2-It is better to curtail 
jail activities when staff shortages occur rather than run the risk of operating 
with too few men to supervise operations and activities properly. 

Incident No.2 
An inmate escaped from an attorney-inmate visiting room which had heavy 

traffic, with sometimes more than 20 attorneys visiting at one time to see their 
clients. The escape occurred when the inmate left the area posing as an attor
ney. Lesson-Positive identification should be required of all people leaving 
the jail as well as entering it. 

Incident No.3 
An inmate escaped from a third floor rooftop recreation area even though it 

was completely screened by a heavy gauge wire fence and cover. A jail officer 
supervised the area but could not see one comer of the yard from his position. 
The inmate used a pair of wire cutters inadv.ertently left behind by a workman, 
cut through the fence and climbed down a building drain pipe. Lesson No. 
t-Jail officers should be stationed in positions which permit (hem to see a/l of 
the area being supervised. Lesson No.2-Areas should be inspected 
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whenever workmen complete their tasks to make sure tools have not acciden
tally been left behind. 

Incident No.4' 
A ~ork releasee was returned to the jail because he was intoxicated. While 

~~colted b~ one officer to th~ segregati.on area, he broke away, dashed to the 
kItchen, plck~d up a large kItchen kntfe and threatened to kill anyone who 
came neat' ~Im. Inma~e was "maced" without effect and then shot and 
~~unded wh.lle attemptmg to throw the knife. Lesson No. I-Noting the COn
dition of the mmate upon his return, at least two, and preferably three, officers 
?hould have performed the escort duty. Lesson No.2-When not in s d 
Jss~ed upon a "R~ceipt" basis, all hazardous kitchen tools and knivesus~;~~d 
be III a locked ~ablllet carefully controlled by inventory. The knife should not 
have been a~aIlable to anyone dashing into the kitchen. Lesson No, 3-The 
ab.sence of direct knowledge makes it difficult to say, but the use of M ace and 
then a gunshot seems an over-reaction to an intoxicated inmate even if he 
p~ile~ ~ lh~·~at. An al~ernati~e ~ight have been to let him stay in the kitchen, 
WIth Jail officers keepmg theIr dIstance, until he fell asleep or sobered up. 

Incident No.5 
· . An inmate refused to come out of a 10-man cell to receive medication. So the 
Jail officer entered ~ell alone,. leaving his keys in the sallyport door. He was 
as~aulted by two pnsoners usmg a heavy ash tray and an aerosol can in a sock. 
~IS call for help was heard through the monitoring system. Other officers 
I~sponde~ a~d apprehended the would-be escapees. Lesson No. I-An effec
tive mOJ1Jtonng system enabled other officers to make immediate response to 
an emerg~ncy. Lesson No. 2--,-lt was probably not necessary to unlock the cell 
door t? give p,:escribed medication but the officer should not have entered 
alone and certamly should not have left his keys in the door. 

Incident No. 6 
Alth~ugh t~e jail record. card indicated "suicidal tendencies, " an inmate was 

pJa.ced m a smgle c~ll which contained a towel. The inmate tore the towel in 
~trtPs and hang~d hImself. Les~on No. J-The suicidal warning should have 

eell enough to IIlsure that the mmat: was ~lways und.er supervision. Lesson 
N.o. ~-He should not h~v~ been put mto a smgle cell and especially one which 
plovlded means for a sUIcIde. 

Incident No. 7 
· In spite 0: oral instructions and written post orders, a jail officer, alone and 
m the evemllg, opened the door to an inmate housing unit. Officer said he 
~pened the.doo~ the first time to issue an inmate a mop bucket and the second 
~I~e to retn.eve It. When he op~ned the door the second time, he was overpow
Ned by an IIlmat~ ~ho ~o~k hiS keys and gun. Four inmates escaped. Lesson 
· o. I-The bestJatl polICies and rules are meaningless if steps are not taken to 
I\1sure that employee~ understand and follow them. Lesson No.2-Steps were 
not t~ken to be certalll that weapons were I/{!\'(!r carried by allyo//e in the jail 
secullty areas. Lesson No.3-Apparently an officer having ,supervision over 
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inmate living quarters had keys in his possession which permitted inmates to 

reach the street. 

Incident No.8 
A state jail inspector discussed with the jail administrator a variety of poor 

security conditions and inadequate procedures and staffing. The jail adminis
trator disagreed with the inspector and released a story to the press which 
appeared on the front page of a newspaper on a Sunday. That very night, with 
only one officer on duty with 38 inmates, the officer (over 70 and retired from 
another job just two months before) wa,,; called by an inmate, who shot him 
with a gun which had been smuggled in by a female visitor in a box of candy 
with a fake bottom. The inmate took the dying officer's keys and opened the 
doors. The jail administrator, living in adjacent quarters, heard the gunshot, 
rushed to the scene, and was shot and the inmate dashed down the stairway 
into the courthouse lobby, broke a window in the front door, and escaped in a 
waiting car driven by an accomplice. Lesson No. \-The jail administrator 
should have heeded the warnings of the jail inspector. Lesson No. 2-lt is 
unlikely that one employee can ever adequately supervise 38 prisoners. Lesson 
No.3-Contraband search following visits was inadequate and allowing the 
inmate to receive a box of candy from a visitor was a poor practice. Lesson 
No.4-Even if the inmate did not have a gun, a 70-year-old is hardly likely to 
be able to handle dangerous prisoners. Lesson No.5-No jail administrator or 
jail employee should ever "blindly" enter an area where trouble seems to 
exist. Lesson No. 6-The jail administrator made the front page of the news
paper on Monday as well as Sunday! 

Incident No.9 
An old jail, plagued by frequent escapes, was "secured" by placing a police 

dog between the jail building and the outside wall as a deterrent. An inmate 
was assigned to :feed the dog with the result that soon no one but inmates could 
even approach the animal. Lesson No. I-,,-No dog will prevent escapes (people 
and methods do) especially one that has'become an inmate pet! 

Incident Nu., 10 
Although a jail provi~ed for segregation of homosexuals, a youthful 

homosexual misdemeanant was placed in a dormitory which contained some 
aggressive felons. This breach of the classification procedure, coupled with 
only happenstance supervision, resulted in the inmate being sexually as
saulted, tortured, and beaten for a period lasting 34 hours. He died two days 
later. Lesson No. I-Policies and procedures are worthless if the jail adminis
trator does not see to it that they are followed. Lesson No.2-No jail should 
ever have only "happenstance" supervision. It seems unbelievable that this 
incident could have lasted 34 hours without being detected by a Jail Officer. 

Incident No. 11 
A female inmate attempted to hang herself using strips torn by a bed sheet. 

The attempt Was detected by a jail matron during a periodic cell check. When 
freed from the noose, the inmate was not breathing and had no heartbeat. 
Nevertheless, the matron applied training she had received in cardio-
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?ulmonary resuscitation. The inmate resumed breathing and bec m . 
m about 40 s~conds .. Lesson No. I-A jail tragedy was averted ~y ea~o~~~~~~~ 
~pl~ye~hdom¥ her Job p:operly and using training she had received. Les;on 

o. - ere I~ no substttute for well-trained staff and effective methods 

Incident No. 12 . 

:wo tr~nsportation officers were attacked and one killed by an inmate with a 
~nI~~ whl.ch had apparently been concealed in the vehicle being used The 
mCI ent occurred on a busy highway with motorists in substantial dang~r due 
~llth; ~change of gunfi:e after the inmate obtained the gun of the officer he 

.1 e.. atters were sen~uslY worsened when the second transportation 01'

flce.l, ~ho Was already serIously wounded, was accidentallY shot and wounded 
agam y an off-~uty officer who appeared on the scene and observed the 
wounded ?ffi.cer m foot pursuit of the escapee. Thz inmate had been hand
cuffed whIle m t~'ansport status but the cuffs were not double locked. Lesson 
~o. I-The vehIcle was not searched pdor to being used and neither was the 
ll~ate w~en relea~ed by the jail officers or accepted by the transpor'tation 
o lcers. essons No.2-The inmate was not sufficiently restrained during his 
tr~~Jf~r. L;~son No.3-Inadequate training was in evidence on the part of the 
~ d~.Y 0 lcer who appeared on the scene in failing to accurately judge 
con ItlOns-or else he was not trained to shoot well. 

Incident No. 13 

.. Apparently only one of sixteen prisoners were searched when taken from the 
Jatl to court for trial. The inmates brought a hacksaw blade with them and 
sawed through one of the bars of the holding cell. Three inmates squeezed 
through an 8" x 12" hole, jumped to a lower level outside of the building and 
then to the ground. One .inmate broke his ankle when jumping and was' cap
tured.,~n the s~ene. Dunng the subsequent ten hours before recapture the 
re~~ml~g t.wo mmates kille~ six citizens. Lesson-Six innocent citizens (~ne a 
mlnIstel) dIed because of fatlure to search prisoners before transfer. 

Incident No. 14 

.At 11 p.m., when rules called for TV to be turned off a football ga 
stIli under way, with the outcome still uncertain. The offi'cer follo~ed t~ee r:l~s 
f
turnfled ?f~ .the TV, and a near-riot erupted . Lesson: Post orders should allo~ 
or eXlblhty. ' 

Incident No. 15 

A jai.1 ?fficer ?sked an inmate to obtain cleaning supplies from a furnace 
roo~ glvmg the m':late the keys which opened the security door. The inmate 
obtamed the ~upphes and returned the keys but left the furnace room door 
ope~. Three mmat~s then. simply walked out, since the furnace room was 
o~rislde of the secun ty portIOn of the jail and led directly to the street (fhe jail 
0

1 
~cer Was subsequently tried in court and fined upon conviction of n'egligen~e 

~ tough the. court ?on~e!,e.d the handing out of a jail sentence as well.) 
esso.n-An mmate m ~JatlJust shouldn't have access to, much less be given 

any kmd of keys especIally those vital to jail security. ' 
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Incident No. 16 
A jailer and his wife operating a small jail took a weekend off after some 18 

months without a day off. A county police officer was appointed to serve as 
Deputy and, even though told not to remove prisoners from security, permit
ted inmates to leave to clean the courthouse. When cleaning, one inmate found 
a gun in a judge's desk and brought it back to the jail, where he later shot 
another inmate to death. County officials and the judge were later sued; only 
the jailer was found negligent and a judgment of more than $27,000 was levied 
against him. Lessons No. I-No jail, no matter how small, can be adequately 
managed and operated by two people, who have to be on duty 24 hours a day. 
Lesson No.2-The jail should always be in the control of someone who has 
had sufficient training and experience to know what should and should not be 
done. Lesson No. 3-A jail administrator of a very small jail need not neces
sarily have his orders and directives put into writing, but he has to be certain 
that his oral instructions are followed. 

Incident No. 17 
In ajail which is unsupervised from 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m., a 20-year-old was 

raped on two successive nights. Threatened with death, he did not reveal the 
incident until released on probation. The seven other inmates were then con
victed of sodomy and assault and sentenced to prison. The youth later violated 
probation and was sent to a state institution, where he was beaten by two of the 
seven inmates who had assaulted him in the jail. His entire prison stay may 
have to be in protective custody because one or more of the seven inmates are 
in all of the state institutions. Lesson-Communication should be established 
between jail administrators and state correctional officials which would pro
vide significant information when an inmate is sent to a state prison or refor-

matory. 

I , 

Chapter 8. 
Resources 

T hroughou.t ~his p~b.lication, efforts have been made to indicate sources of 
help for t~e }all adm~mstrator. It should be reiterated that help on almost any 
as~ect ~f Jail op~ratlOns c~n. ~e secured without cost to the sheriff from the 
PlOfessl~nal Assistance DIvIsion of the National Sheriffs' Association, 1250 
Connecticut Ave. N.W., Wa~hington, D.C. 20036, telephone 202-872-0422. 

The Law ~nforcement Assistance Administration (LEA A) and the fede I 
~ureau of .~nsons, both u~it~ of the U.S: Department of Justice, have legis~:
tlve aut.hollty and appropnatlOns to provide technical assistance to all areas of 
c?rrectlons and to all levels of government. This assistance may be provided 
directly by agency employees or can be arranged through providing consul
tan~s and experts at no cost. Both LEAA and the Bureau of Prisons staff ten 
regIOnal offices, whose addresses are listed at the back of this handbook 
Procedures to be ~o.lIowed in getting help can be obtained by cont;cting th~ 
office nearest the Jail. 

Con'tinuing Help from Printed Sources 

This,ha~d?ook does not carry a bibliography because much has been written 
about the Jail and a great deal of it is too out of date to be useful in 1974 and 
beyond. ' 

There is a wa~, however, for the Jail Administrator to bring himself up to 

Cda~e ~nd kee~ himself up to date. That way is to register with the National 
nm~nal Ju~tlce Reference Service (NCJRS). 
This. serVice, a part. of the Law ~nforce~ent Assistance Administration, is 

~oll~ctmg and cat~logmg allus~ful mformation on every aspect of the criminal 
~us~lce .syst~m'.1t IS a ~ree service. All anyone need do is register with NCJRS 
mdlcat.mg his field of mterest. He will periodically receive summaries of the 
l?test mform.ation ~nd publications available, where anclat what cost. It is 
simple to reg.lster With N.~JRS and the form is easy to complete. Simp'ly fill in 
yo~r name, tttl~, and mallmg add~~ss, check the boxes showing the subjects in 
whl~h you are mterestedand ~tl the form to: United States Department of 
J~stlce, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, National Criminal Jus
tice Reference Service, Washington, D. C. 20530. 
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APPENDIX 
JAIL OPERATIONS COST ANALYSIS* 

(Excerpt) 

Texas Department of Corrections 
Research & Development Division, Huntsville, Texas 

Cost Elements-Description & Computation Methods 
For analysis purposes jail costs are divided into two categories: personal 

services and operating costs. The individual cost elements of both categories 
will be discussed in the following paragraphs. 

Personal Services 
All costs attributable to personnel are included in this section. The specific 

items to be dealt with are salaries, fringe benefits, training, travel, uniforms, 
and personal equipment costs. If complete records are available, the exact 
figure for each cost element should be computed. If complete records are not 
available, formulas have been developed by which each cost element may be 

estimated. 
Salaries Cost J01. As portions of personnel 'time are spent overseeing jail 
operations, these salary costs should be allocated to the jail. The salaries cost 
of all personnel associated with the jail operation should be included. These 
costs should be charged to the jail based on the percentage of time spent by the 
individual on jail matters. 

Formula: Total Salaries x Estimated Percent Time Devoted to Jail = Salaries 
Cost to Jail Operations 
Example: 

Item 

Sheriff 
Chief Deputy 
Chief Jailer 
Deputy A 
Deputy B 
Total Cost t(J Jail 

Annual 
Salary 

$10,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 

x 

Estimated Percent 
Time to Jail 
Operations 

5 
10 

100 
100 
10 

225 

Jail Cost 

$ 500 
500 

5,000 
5,000 

500 

$11,500* 

ODeveloped by Michael C. Murdock, M.A. and Robert L. Frazier, C,J.D. under LEf1A Grant 
EA.4-G3.2180, administered by the Texas Governor's Criminal Justice Division, and reprinted by 

permission. 
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Percent of Officer Time Devoted to Jail = 45% 
Total Percent to Jail = 225 

Number Personnel = 5 ;:: 45 

77 

"'Place ~his ~gure in Item 101 of cost of operations summary. All figures pre
sent~d 10 thIs text were chosen for ease of illustration and should not be 
consIdered typical of any jail facility. 

Frill.g7 Bellefi!s 1~2. Fringe benefits paid by the county should be charged to 
the Jail operah~~ 10 the s~me manner as salaries. The portion of fringe benefits 
c.hargeable to Jm.l ?peratto~1 should be based on the percentage of personnel 
tIme devoted to Jail operatIon. 

F~rmula: 'r0tal Annual Salaries x Percent to Fringe Benefits (13%) == Cost to 
Jail for FrInge Benefits 
Example: 

Total Annual 
Employee 
Salaries Percent of Salary Cost of Fringe 

Chargeable Allowance for Benefits Chargeable 
to Jail X Fringe Benefits to Jail 

$11,500* 13%** $1 495*** 
*This figure from first formula under Salalies Cost 101. ' 

*::Seven p~rc~nt of ~alary for retirement and 5.85 percent of salary for FICA . 
. . . Place thIS figure 10 Item 102 of the summary. 

SlaffTraillillg 103 .. ~ny cost to the county for officer training programs should 
be charged to the Jail based on the percentage of officer time devoted to jail 
matters. 

For.m~la: Program Cost to County x Percent Officer Time Devoted to Jail = 
Trmnmg Cost Chargeable to Jail 
Example: ' 

List 
Program 
Name 

Bureau of Prisons: 
Correspondence 

Total 
Program 

Cost X 

Course $100 
Harris County 

Sheriffs Academy 100 
Total Training Cost Chargeable 

to Jail Operations 

*This figure from Salaries Cost 101. 
**Place this figure in Item 103 of the summary. 

Precent Officer 
Time Devoted 

to Jail* 

45 

45 

Cost to 
Jail** 

$45 

45 

$90 

St{/ff~/'(!ve/ Costs 104. Travel costs devoted tojail business should be charged 
to the jail. The cost of officer travel should be charged to the jail based on the 
percentage of officer time devoted to jail matters. 
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Formula: Annual Officer Travel Per Diem x Average Percent of Time De
voted to Jail Operations;:: Travel Costs to Jail 
Example: Avg. Percent 

List Amount X to Jail* 

Officer Per Diem $1,000 45 

Total Annual Costs to Jail 

*This figure from Salaries Cost 101. 
** Place this figure in Item 104 of the ~ummary. 

Travel Costs 
to Jail 

$ 450 
$ 450** 

Uni!onHs & Persollal Equipment Costs 105. If uniforms and personal equipment are 
provided officers by the county, a portion of this cost should be allocated to jail opera
tions, These costs should be based on the percentage of officer time devoted to jail 
functions. This category could include such items as weapons, leather goods, and county 

uniforms, 

Formula: Total Annual Cost x Percent of Officer Time to Jail = Uniform Cost to Jail 

Operations 
Example: 

List 
Total Annual Cost 
Percent of Officer Time 

Devoted to Jail 
Uniform Costs Chargeable to Jail 

*This figure from Salaries Cost 101. 
**Place this figure in Item 105 of the summary. 

1,000 

X 45* 
$450** 

Operating Costs 
Costs generated through the daily operation of the jail are included in this 

section. The specific items to be dealt with are food, personal items, programs, 
medical care, utilities, vehicles, maintenance, administrative costs, and depre
ciation costs. If complete records are available, the exact cost of each element 
should be calculated. 1 f complete records are not available, formulas have been 
developed by which each cost element may be estimated. 

Food Costs 201. Food expenditures made by the county for inmate meals 
should be charged to the jail operation, If meals are provided on a contract 
basis, the amount charged to the county should be included. If prisoners are 
held for outside agencies, the actual cost of the meals to the county should be 
charged rather than the amount billed 'to the outside agency. The amount 
charged to the jail should be the amount actually borne by the taxpayers of that 

jurisdiction. 

Formula: Total Cost to Jail for Prisoner Meals 
Example: Annual Cost to County for Prisoners Food = $4,000* or Annual 

Cost of Pre-prepared Meals 
*Place this figure in Item 201 of the summary. All figures used in this text were 
chosen for ease of illustration and should not be considered typical of any 

facility, 1 
1 
1 

;J 
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Inmate Personal Items 202. The cost of personal items provided for inmate 
comfort and welfare shoul? be charged to the jail operation. Included in these 
cfsts should be. I11mate uOlforms, laundry, and personal toilet articles If com 
p etel:ecords of e~penditures are not available, the figure develope'd in th~ 
followmg formula )S considered a fair cost, per inmate for these )'t ., ems. 

JAIL ADMINISTRATION 

Fo.rmula: Annual Cost Per Inmate x Estimated Average Daily Inmate Popu
lation == Cost of Inmate Personalltems 
Example: 
Annual Cost Per lnmate* 
Estimated Average Daily Inmate 

Population 

$23.00 

x 10 

~nn~ml Cos,t ~f Personal Items. $230** 
ThiS fi?U1 e IS based on the cost of Items available through the Department of 

Corrections, ' 
Inmate Unifol'f!1s ($4 per inmate per quarter) 
L~undry SupplIes (I.e per inmate per day) 
M!scellaneous (soap-$2 per inmate/per year) 
MIscellaneous (towel-$l per inmate/per year) 

Total Annual Cost Per Inmate 

**Place this figure in Item 202 of the summary. 

$16 
4 
3 

$23 

Inmate RehabilitatiO/l & Welfare Programs 203 Any h t tl 
resulting fro "I h b'l' , ,c arges 0 Ie county 
. ~ JUI re a IltatlOn programs should be charged to the 'ail ' -

~~;~I~~s;~~~~~~~~~~~I~~~~ty for salaries of program personnel an~ pr~~;~~1 

C
Fohlmulab: IAnnual, Charge to County for Each Program == Total Programs Cost 

argea e to JUlI ' 
Example: 

Program Name 

College Extension 

Program 
Cost 

$100 
Religious Service 100 

Total Programs Cost Chargeable to Jail 

+ 
Supplies 

Cost 

50 
50 

*Place this figure in Item 203 of the summary. 

Total Program 
Cost to County 

$ 150 
150 

$ 300* 

MedIcal and Dent?1 204. ,\he costs to the county of any medical and dental 
~ervlces made avall,able to mmates should be charged to the jail. Physicians' 
cee~ should be chalged as should any drugs and medical supplies maintained 
lor lI1mate use. ' , 

FMor~ula: Total Annual Doctors Fees + Drug and Medical Supplies == Tot'll 
edlcal Cost ' 

Example: 
Item 

Annual Doctors' Fees 
Cost of Supplies 

Total Medical Costs 

*Place this figure in Item 204 of the summary. 

$100 
100 

$200 
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Utilities 205. The jail operation should be charged with a fair share of county 
utility costs. If the jail is housed within the courthouse and separate accounts 
are not maintained, the formula outlined below may be used to arrive at this 
figure. If the jail is separate from the courthouse, it is assumed that separate 
utility bills will be available. If this is not the situation, the formula may still be 
used based on the comparative floor space of jail and courthouse. 

Formula: Percent of Courthouse Space Devoted to Jail x 
Charge + Telephone Costs = Total Utilities Cost to Jail. 
Example: 
Item: Assuming Jail within Courthouse 
Jail Floor Space = 1,000 
Courthouse Floor Space = 10,000 
Percent Floor Space for Jail = 10% (1,000/10,000 = 10%) 
Annual Utilities Charge to County 
Percent Floor Space to Jail 

Utilities Charge to Jail 

Telephone Charges to Jail 
Total Utilities & Telephone Charge to Jail 

Annual Utilities 

$5,000 
x 10% 

$ 500* 

100 
$ 600** 

*If courthouse has air conditioning and jail does not, reduce jail utilities by 
40%. 

**Place this figure in Item 205 of the summary. 

Vehicles 206. A portion of the annual depreciation and maintenance costs of 
department vehicles should be charged to thejail operation. This charge should 
be based on the percentage of vehicle use devoted to jail functions. 

Formula: Annual Mileage of all Agency Vehicles X 12~ Per Mile for Cost of 
Maintenance & Depreciation X Percent Employee Time Devoted to Jail Op
erations = Vehicle Cost Chargeable to Jail 
Example: 

Item 
Total Annual Mileage* 
Maintenance & Depreciation Allowance** 

Maintenance & Depreciation Cost 
Percent Employee Time to Jail Operations*** 

Vehicle Cost Chargeable to Jail 

100,000 
x $.12 

$12,000 
x 45 

$ 5,400**** 

*Total Annual mileage for all department vehicles. 
**Per mile allowance to cover operation and depreciation cost of vehicles. 

Estimated at 5~ for operation and 7~ for depreciation. 
***This figure computed in Item 101. 

****Place this figure in Item 206 of the summary. 

M (lilltell(lllCe 207. County maintenance costs resulting fl'om jail upkeep should 
be allocated to jail operations. This cost can be estimated based on the percen
tage of courthouse floor space devoted to the jail. An additional cost factor 
may be included to cover the possibility of deliberate destruction of facilities. 

I 
! 
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Formula: Annual. Maintenance Charge to Building Housing Jail X Percent 
Floor Space to Jml = Cost to County for Jail Maintenance 
Example: . 

Item 
Annual Maintenance Charge to County 

for Jail Building 
Percent Floor Space to Jail* 

Cost to County for Jail Maintenance 
Add 10% for Additional Maintenance for Jail** 

Total Maintenance Charged to Jail Operations*** 

*This figure computed in Item 205. 

$1,000 
x 10% 

100 
10 

$ 110 

**To ~over delib~rate destruction of facilities. This figure may be increased 
*** or ecr~ased If ~ore accurate estimates are available. 
, Place this figure In Item 207 of the summary. 

Admillistrative Equipment 208 A fair share of offi . b h d . . .' Ice eqUipment costs should 
e c ~rge ~o the Jail operation. If complete records are not available the figure 

may e arrIved at by use of the formula outlined below These fi c 'd d t . I . Igures are 
onsl ere 'y~lca costs for the most common items of office equipment A 

1O%; depreCiation rate. and a 10 year life is considered reasonable for office 
equ~pment .. If supportive records are available the exact cost of the various 
equipment Items should be used. 

Formula: Equipment Allowance Per Office X Depreciation Rate X Precent 
~:.;~~r::e Time Devoted to Jail Operations = Administrative Cost to Jail. 

Equipment Allowance per Office* 
Depreciation Rate 

Annua,l Administrative Cost per Office 
Percent Employee Time to Jail Operations** 
Total Costs to Jail per Office 
Total Offices Maintained*** 

Total Annual Administrative Costs to Jail 

*Desk 
Chair 
Filing Cabinet 
Typewriter 
Adding Machine 

Administrative 
Allowance 
Per Office 

180 
50 
70 

200 
200 

700 

$ 700 
x 10% 

70 
x 45% 
31.50 
x 2 

$63.00**** 

**This figure computed in Item 101 
***!~~~I. number of offices maintain~d in jail or Sheriffs or Police Depart-

****Place this figure in Item 208 of the summary. 

1dmi,ist/'(ltive Office Costs 209. The costs generated by administrative opera
IOns should be charged to the jail operation. This cost element should include _. __ ~ ____________________________ ........ ,~.l~ .... ________________________ __ 
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such items as office supplies and postage. It is possible to base this figure on an 
estimated administrative cost per inmate. An alternate approach would be to 
aliocate a portion of the total county administrative supply cost to the jail. Both 
methods dre outlined below. 

Method 1 
Formula: Total Annual Inmate Admissions x Administrative Cost Per Inmate 
= Administrative Office Costs of Jail 
Example: 
Total Annual Inmate Admissions 
Administrative Costs Per Inmate* 

Total Administrative Office Costs to Jail*** 

Method 2. 

1,000 
X $.30 

$300 

Formula: Annual Administrative Supply Cost to Courthouse !I)f Sheriffs De
partment x Percent of Floor Space to Jail = Administrative Supply Costs to 
Jail 
Example: 
Annual Administrative Supply Cost to Courthouse 
Percent of Floor Space to Juil** 

Administrative Office Costs to Jail*** 

*Estimated costs for processing one inmate. (See explanation below) 
**This figure computed in Item 205. 

***Place either figure in Item 209 of the summary. 

$3,000 
x 10 

$ 300 

Based on an e&timated cost of $.032 per printed form. An average of five to 
seven forms and one to two letters per inmate is considered typical. 

Depreciation Building & Equipment 210. The annual depreciation costs of 
buildings and fixed assets should be determined and charged to the jail in 
appropriate amounts. This cost area can include depreciation on items such as 
buildings, security equipment, kitchen equipment, and laundry equipment. An 
annual depredation rate of 3% and asset life of 33 years is considered appro
priate for permanent buildings. Other fixed assets should he depreciated at an 
annual rate of 10% with an asset life of 10 years. No depreciation charges 
should be made if the asset is in use beyond its depreciabl<: life. No deprecia
tion charges should be made to using agencies that reside within the county 
jurisdiction. In all probability these agencies have already paid a fair share of 
building costs through the payment of county taxes. Agencies outside the 
county jurisdiction, however, should probably be required to bear a fair share 
of building costs. 

Formula: Building or Equipment Cost x Depreciation Rate x Percent 
Chargeable to Jail = Depreciation Cost to Jail 
Example: 
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Hem 

Percent 
Depree. Depree. Chargeable 

Annual 
Cost to Cost x Rate* Charge x to Jail** Jail 

$200,000 3% Building 
Security 

TV ,1,000 10% 
Annual Depreciation Cost to Jail 

$6,000 

100 

10% 

100% 

$600 

100 

:J.'i0 depreciation charge beyond asset life. 
**;Based o? compa~ative floor space (buildings). 

Place thiS figure In Item 2lO of the summary. 

$700*'~* 

Jail Revenue 301. In the computations f"1 
possible. The first, called the internal 0 Jal r~ven~~ two approaches are 
from within the county jurisdiction T~pproach, Identifies revenue generated 
operating costs, will identify the act~al IS ~evenll~. ~h~n deduc~ed from total 
This approach will isolate the portio; o~~s'l of maIn~!mng a particular facility. 
to outside agencies making use of the fa~~:it cos~s ~ Ich .may be fairly charged 
and board charges levied a a' . y. n er thiS approach any room 
deducted from total opera;i~~I~~~~~unty work release participants would be 

The second approach, called the external h·... . 
generated from outside the county Th' approac, Identifies Jail revenue 
operating costs, will indicate the tr~e c~~t ~~v~hnue, when deducted from total 
?f the facility. Under this approach the dail ~ county tax p~yer for s~pport 
mmate maintenance would be deducted &'. . Y [c arlges to ?utslde agencies for 

trom ota operatIng costs. 

Internal Approach 
Formula: Average Annual Participant Days x 0 '1 
for Work Release = Internal Revenue aI Y Room & Board Charge 
Example: . 
A v~rage Annual Participant Days 
Dally Room & Board Charge 
Internal Revenue 

External Approach 

r~~~~l~ A.veltoge A.nnual Pri~oner Days from Outside Agencies X 

E 
gams utslde AgenCies = External Revenue . 

xample: 
Average An~ual Prisoner Days 
Charges LeVied Against Out~ide Agencies 
External Revenue 

*:Place th~s amount in Item 301 (Internal) of the summar 
Place thiS amount in Item 301 (External) of the sum~a;';. 

500 
X $5.00 

Charge 

500 
X $5.00 

$2,500** 

t 
r~ 

--------------------.................. ~7 .... ~ .... ~ _____________________ ___ 
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Cost of Operations Summary 

Example: 

Personal Services 
101 Salaries 
102 Fringe Benefits 
103 Training Costs 
104 Travel Costs 
105 Uniform Costs & Equipment Costs 

Total Personal Services 

Operating Costs 
201 Food 
202 Inmate Personal Items 
203 Programs 
204 Medical and Dental 
205 Utilities 
206 Vehicles 
207 Maintenance 
208 Administrative Equipment Costs 
209 Administrative Office Costs 
210 Depreciation-Building and 

Fixed Assets 

Total Operating Costs 

Gross Annual Operations Cost 
30t Internal Revenue (Deduct) 

$Il,500 
1,495 

90 
450 
450 

$13,985 

$ 4,000 
230 
300 
200 
600 

5,400 
110 
63 

300 

700 
$11,903 

$25,888 
( 2,500) 

$23,388 

( 2,500) 
Total Allnllal Cost ofOperatio/ls* 

301 Externa1 Revenue (Deduct) 
Net Jail Cost to County** $20,888 

A verage Daily Operation Cost = Tota.T Annual Cost of Operation -;- 365 

($23,388 -;- 365 = $64.08) 

Average Daily Cost Per Inmate = Average Daily Operation Cost -;- Average 
Daily Inmate Population ($64.08 -;- 10 = $6.41) (See explanation of ADIP on 

next page.) 
* Use this figure to compute costs chargeable to outside agencies. 

** Use this figure only when it is desireable to determine costs generated 
solely by activities originating within the county. 

Explanation of Average Daily Inmate Population 
The following is an accurate method of computing average daily population 

when an average for the entire year is desired. 
Average Daily (No. of Commitments 
Jail Population Per Year) x 

365 Days 

(Average No. of Days 
Stay) 

J 
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· A~ alternative method to achieve a rough estimate of average d. ·1 I 
~lOn l~.tohcompllite. the. number of morning meals served for the sP:~i~:~~~:~~ 
or w IC pop~ atlOn mformation is desired. 

A verage Daily 
Jail Population = No. of Morning Meals Served During Survey Period 

No. of Days in Survey Period 

,< 

----------------........ __________ J 
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